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An Approach to the Evaluation of Cleaning Methods for Unglazed Architectural
Terracotta in the USA
Abstract
The safe and effective removal of disfiguring atmospheric soiling from brick and unglazed architectural
terra cotta is a problem well known to building specialists. While limited research has been conducted on
the study and repair of glazed architectural ceramics, very little recent work has addressed the
characterisation and analysis of unglazed architectural terracotta, the physicochemical nature of soiling
mechanisms, or the short- and long-term effects of commercial cleaning methods currently employed. In
addition, an over-emphasis on cleaning efficacy, along with the meteoric rise in the availability of untested
chemical and mechanical cleaning systems, has led to the disfigurement and surface damage of many
terracotta buildings, permanently altering the visual and protective qualities of the material and potentially
jeorardising the overall weatherability and performance of each building's skin.
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An Approach to the Evaluation of Cleaning
Methods for Unglazed Architectural Terracotta
in the USA
FRANK G MATERa, ELIZABETH A BEDE AND ALBERTO TAGLE

The safe and effective removal of disfiguring
atmospheric sOiling from brick and unglazed
architectural terra cotta is a problem well known
to bUilding specialists. While limited research has
been conducted on the study and repair of glazed
architectural ceramics, very little recent work has
addressed the characterisation a nd analysis of
unglazed architectural terracotta, the physicochemical nature of soiling mechanisms, or the
short- and long-term effects of commercial
cleaning methods currently employed. In addition,
an over-emphasis on cleaning efficacy, along
with the meteoric rise in the availability of untested
chemical and mechanical cleaning systems, has
led to the disfigurement and surface damage of
many terracorra buildings, permanently altering the
visual and protective qualities of the material and
potentially jeorardising the overall weatherability
and performance of each building's skin.
Unglazed terra cotta buildings account for a
large percentage of the industrial world's
nineteenth-century architectural heritage and as
such represent a unique and difficult cleaning
problem that demands considerably more study
than has preViously occurred. A complex issue,
their neglect and mishandling can in part be
attributed 10 both past and current attitudes
regarding the perceived durability of ceramic
materials and a long-standing professional
preoccupation with natural building stone and its
specific decay mechanisms. This has resulted in
both an ignorance of terracotta's unique problems
of variability, aside from faulty installation techniques
or 'glaze fit', and the misapplication of cleaning
approaches designed for natural building SlOne,

In response to this problem, the Architectural
Conservation Laboratory at the University of
Pennsylvania began a phased research programme
focused on an assessment of available and
potential cleaning systems for unglazed
architectural terracorra. Phase I of this research,
conducted between August 1991 and June 1992,
was generated as part of the development of a
master plan for the preservation of the Brooklyn
Historical Society building by Jan Hird Pokorny
Architects & Planners, New York City.
Conservation training and research on this project
was funded in part by the Getty Grant Programme
and the Graduate School of Fine Arts, University
of Pennsylvania. Phase II was begun in late 1994
in conjunction with Historic Building and Site
Services of Bournemouth University (HBSS) for
English Heritage, Science and Conservation
Services Division (ReseJrch and Professional
Services Group). This work, currently underway,
has focused on the replication of the UPenn-ACL
research protocol on English terracotta by HBSS
and the joint compilation of a bibliographic
database and technical glossary on the
conservation of unglazed architectural terracotta.
One primary goal of this project was to ascertain
which cleaning techniques effectively removed
atmospheric soiling without negatively altering
the physical propel1ies of the terracotta, especially
the fireskin. Factors considered significant in
assessing the cleaning of unglazed terra cotta
included: the manufacture, composition, and
weathering of the material; the nature and age of
the soiling; and the type and history of previous
cleaning methods. Given the quality, significance,
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and condition of the Brooklyn Historical Society
Building, its availability for this research provided
a first class American example appropriate for the
investigation of these issues. A three-part approach
was developed for the research programme
outlined above:

1. Review of technical literature on the cleaning
and repair of unglazed architectural terracotta;
2. Characterisation of terracotta and diagnosis of
the agents and mechanisms of deterioration in general. and forthe terracotta of the Brooklyn
Historical Society Building in particular:
3. Development and execution of a preliminary
testing rrogramme designed to study the
physical effects of commercial and custom
cleaning methods on unglazed terracotta using
scanning electron microscopy.
HISTORY AND TECHNOLOGY

The Long [sland (now Brooklyn) Historical Society,
designed in 1878 by the American architect George
B Post with facade sculptures by Olin Levi Warner.
is one of lorth America's great architectural
treasures and a supreme and early example of the

Fig 6: I Brooklyn Historical Society Building. c 1881

successful large-scale use of unglazed terracotta
(Fig 6: 1). According to James Taylor, manufacturer
and early historian of the material.
The Long Island Historical Society Building
was the first important or public building in
New York to contain terracotta in its exterior
design. and the first on the East Coast to use
locally produced terracotta in an extensive way. I

It is not clear when Post began to consider
terracotla 2 as an alternative to [he originally
pl:lnned s:lndstone and brick bUilding;.\ however,
by 1] November 1878 the Building Committee
approved the substitution of terra cotta for the
proposed brownsrone decorative elements.
Several reasons were cited for this change,
including the unavailaoility of the brownstone
from Newark. New Jersey. that had originally
been selected. More importantly, Po t proclaimed
that terra cotta was more resistant to weather and
fire than sandstone and the Society would be able
to afford more ornamentation on their building if
the elements were of terracotta. The Committee
unanimously endorsed the change in materiaJ.<
Post gave the contr:lct to supply the terracotta
to the Perth Amboy Terracoua Company of Perth
Amboy, New Jersey, and enlisted the talents of
sculptor Olin Levi Warner' and Truman Hiram
Bartlett'" Warner's ornamentation was reponedly
modelled directly from the wet terracotta. so the
building actually contains the original work of
the artist 7 The total cost for the lerracotta work
was $11,000 8
The building opened on 12 Janu31Y 1881 to
rave reviews. The Chn'slian Union declared the
Long Island Historical Society 'the finest specimen
of pressed brick and terracotta in this country.
the Historical Society is certainly to be
congratulated on this noble building.'9 The World
described the building as:
... a poem in red
a red structure of the most
artistic character it is abundantly evident that
Post knows his material, and that his decorations
were designed from a wish to lovingly
demonstrate the true value of terra cotta ... to
use terracolta justly the architect must do what
Post has done .... invent, invent, invent.>Io
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The historical and architectural significance of
the Brooklyn Historical Society Building derives
from the unique circumstances of its time and
place. The combination of the creative genius of
Post and Warner with the technological capabilities
and resources of Alfred Hall and the Perth Amboy
Terracotta Comrany together created a monument
of instant and long-lived significance.
While terracotta has often been hailed as one
of the oldest of building materials ll , prior to 1879
the material had been used in only a few buildings
in the greater New York area. l2 Objections about
the durability of terracotta raged for several
decades after Richard Upjohn's introduction of
the material to New York City in 1852. 13 In the
1870s, however, terracotta manufacturers in
Chicago began to improve their technical
knowledge and the demand for a fireproof material
to rebuild the city after the fire of 1871 stimulated
new interest in terracotta as a fireproof building
material. l" It was not until the 1880s that architects
on the east coast began to use the material.
During this time, the architects Stone & Carpenter
employed terracona for Brown University and
the City Hall in Providence, Rhode Island; H H
Richardson employed terracolta at Trinity Church.
Boston; Whitney Lewis used it for a large residence
on Commonwealth Avenue, Boston; and George
B Post used it again at the Produce Exchange in
New York City.
Thus when Post convinced the Building
Comminee of the Brooklyn Historical Society to
use terracotta ornamentation. there was very little

Fig 6:2 Kilns of the Perth Amboy Company. Perth
Amboy, New Jersey (From The Clays and Clay Industry
of New Jersey, 1904)
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precedent or support for the material on the cast
coast. There were, moreover, no manufacturers
of architectural terracona in the vicinity to provide
the material. It was on the strength of the
commission for the Brooklyn Historical Society
Building that the Perth Amboy Terracotta
Company was incorporated in J879 (Fig 6:2). lS
The Perth Amboy Terracotta Company was
founded by Alfred B Hall, a brick manufacturer
from Cleveland who invented a brick-moulding
machine that was patented in 1842. 16 In 1845 Hall
visited England and afterwards returned to settle
in Perth Amboy where he founded A Hall and
Sons Fire Brick Works, which produced fire
bricks and household potteryn In 1877 R Taylor,
who reportedly trained in Chicago, joined the
firm; with the commission of the Brooklyn
Historical Society Building he converted several
of their kilns to produce architectural terracotta.
Thus the venture began; however, it was not
without its difficulties. The Christian Union
reported that 'some of the work was so difficult
to manufacture and bake without cracking it
would hardly be undertaken a second time q8
Nevertheless, the Perth Amboy Terracotta
Company continued in production, making 2000
tons of terracotta for Post's Produce Exchange
building in New York City between 1881 and 84
- thus assuring 'the success of terra cotta as a
building material and the prosperity of the Perth
Amboy Terracotta Company.·10
Until 1890 terracotta was most commonly used
as a swne substitute, as Herbert Croly, a noted
architectural historian. stated in 1906. ·terracotta
when first introduced had to win its way to favour
by pretending to be a cheap :o.tone.· 20 [n this form
it was normally used in conjunction with bricks
as a decorative element that imitated stone or was
painted to look like stone. However. when George
B Post commissioned the Penh Amboy Terracotta
Company to introduce a new terracotta colour, ' .. a
burnt red, a peculiarwarm shade of red ... he at once
divorced the material from stone and started it upon
i~ independent career' 21 By the l890s architectural
terracona had indeed come into i~ own,n
Terracotta was promoted as a lightweight,
inexpensive. durable and essentially fireproof
material that could be manufactured in large
quantities in a relatively shorl period of time
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without diminishing the ornamental or decorative
possibilities of architectural features'"' \X/riters
even went so far as to attribute the recent advances
in freedom of design in the country to the use of
architectural terracorta-" The acceprance and
Widespread use of the material was due in large
pan to Alfred 1:\ Hall and the terra cotta industry of
New Jersey.
During the 1880s Alfred B Hall sold his interest
in the company after a disagreement and started
a new company in the Perth Amboy vicinity,
called the A Hall Terracotta Company. The Perth
Amboy Company remained in the Hall family and
by 1898 Edward J Hall, Jr is listed as president,
and William C Hall as vice-president and general
manager. 2; In 1885 the Perth Amboy and A Hall
Companies reportedly manufactured 60% of the
terracotta in the United States,26 and by 1893 the
company had established offices in New York,
Boston and Philadelphia. The Perth Amboy
Terracotta Company was listed as the largest
producer in the United States with 46 kilns - an
impressive advance on the three they had
converted in 1879 27 In 1896 The Yale Scientific
Monthly reported that
the largest quantities of terra cotta in the United
States come from New Jersey, for the clay
deposits there are the most valuable in the
world. They cover an area of about 320 square
miles extending across the state."8
By 1898 the Penh Amboy plant itself covered
8 acres and the company owned 170 acres of clay
banks 29 - more than half the 'valuable' clay banks
in New Jersey.
As the terracotta industry boomed and the
technology quickly advanced, companies began
to merge in order to stay competitive. The Perth
Amboy Terracotta Company merged with the
Excelsior Terracotta Compa ny and with the Atlantic
Terracotta Company in 1906. ]n 1907, the Standard
Terracotta Company also merged with Atlantic.
Thereafter the Pellh Amboy facilities became
known as Atlantic Terracotta Company Plant
Two; Excelsior became Atlantic's Plant Three;
and Standard, Atlantic's Plant Four.
With the development of rerracOtta glazes in
rhe 1890s, a shift in taste towards lighter-coloured

bUildings after the Chicago Columbian Exposition
of 1893, and the technological innovations that
occurred simultaneously, the production and use
of dark unglazed terracotta declined dramatically
during the early twentieth centulY.
MANUFACTURE OF ARCHITECTURAL
TERRACOTTA 30
Clays

The clays used for architectural terracotta are of
higher quality than those used for bricks or tiles.
They are usually clays which have undergone
geological compaction since their deposition,
with some alteration, so that they are laminated
in structure, and only develop plasticity when
ground and moistened. The natural colours of
these clays often range from a very deep red
through buff to off-\vhite.
The primary constituents of clays used for
arcbitectu ra I terracolta are 60%-70% silicon
dioxide (Si0 2) and 20%-30% aluminium oxide
(AI 20 3) resulting in the general formula
AI 20 36SiO/ ' The combining of silicon dioxide
and aluminium oxide forms the 'cementing' or
'consolidating' matrix as the clays are heated,
usually to 1100-1370°C. For terracotta clays it was
generally recommended that free silicon dioxide
not exceed 20% but it very often didY An excess
of free silicon dioxide (that which has not
combined with aluminium oxide or another base)
gives the terracoUa mix a 'pseudo-plastic' character
and the mix may be prematurely sent to age or dry
before it is actually in a proper plastic condition,
which often leads to cracking during the drying
and cooling phase.
Under extreme heat, aluminium oxide will
react a a base or acid to yield aluminium cations
or anions in salts. When combined with water in
this stare, it will form a hydroxide gel, which is
desirable as it imparts plasticity and tenacity to
the paste. An excess of free aluminium oxide may
also give rise to serious trouble in drying, owing
to its strong retention of water, and in firing,
owing ro its great and rather sudden contraction.
Specifically, clays containing laterite exhibit these
problems, due to their high content of hydrated
aluminium oxides.
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Other components usually found in
architectural terracotta clays include: chemically
combined water (or 'bound water'), calcium oxide
(CaO), magnesium oxide (MgO), potassium oxide
(K!O). sodium oxide (NaJO) and iron II and 1II
oxides (FeO, Fe 20), Silicon dioxide (pure quartz)
when melted (1713"C) forms a viscous liquid that
cools at room temperature as a solid noncrystalline
glass, When alkalis. such as sodium oxide and
potassium oxide, and alkaline earths, such as
calcium and magnesium oxides, are present, the
melting temperature is markedly lowered. These
alkalis act as 'fluxes'll but stilJ allow the glass to
form on cooling.
In architectural terra cotta only the surface
reaches temperatures high enough to hegin to
melt the silicon dioxide a nd fuse the clay particles.
The result is a dense, non-porous glassy skin
known as the 'fireskin'. Sodium and potassium
oxides also stabilise suspensiom and allow the
finer particles to be separated by decanting off
the surface layer during the washing process.
These alkalis (lIsa increase drying shrinkage and
lower the stiffness of the plastic mass. The alkaline
earths stiffen the clay-water suspensions, finn up
the plastic mass, reduce drying shrinkage, anel
increase vvorkability. The iron oxides, which are
present in some quantity in all clays, reportedly
have 'little or no effect upon the strength or
durabilityo['thc material but only act as a colouring
agent, '\4 Their presence in large or small quantities
makes the difference in colour, varying from a
slightly tinged buff to a dark recl. 3s The chemisny
of all these components working together is
complex and partially unpredictable. In the
nineteenth century, and still to some extent
today, desired results from a particuiJrclay source
were obtained empirically.
Additionally, clays used for the manufacture of
terracotfa should not contain an appreciable
amoullr of water-soluble materials, especially
gypsum. During the drying or firing process the
absorbed water evaporates ['rom the stliJace and
a residue, soluble sulphates held in solution, is
depOSited on the surface. To eliminate this
discolouration or 'scumming', barium hydroxide
(RaCOH)2.xHP), barium sulphate (8a50), or a
combination of the two, were often introduced into
the day to form insoluble barium sulphate, thus
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preventing the conveyance of sail<; to the surface as
the 'ovater evaporated from the terracorta bodyj(,
A specific clay seldom contained all the desired
characteristics for the production of architectural
rerracotta. In the early twentieth century the
relationship of the clay content (Q the desired
characteristics became better uoderslOod and
often particular additives were added to cerrain
clays. However, in the late nineteenrh century the
desired results were obtained by trial and error of
mixing various clays. The Perth Amboy Terracotta
Company, however, owned some ofthe best clay
banks in the country and their clays, reportedly,
needed very little adjustment.
Perl!? AmboY' lerracolla clay

The clay primarily used by the Penh Amboy
TerracottJ Company was fine, buff-coloured clay
of low to medium refractoriness from the Raritan
formation which straddled the Raritan River in
Perth Amhoy, New Jersey. j7 tbe CLay Record, in
1896, stated: 'Por fineness of texture. and plastiCity,
some of [he clays of New Jersey have no equal'38
in the terra cotta industry. The 1882 Annual
Report of the State Geologist reported that the
clays mined by the Perth Amboy Terracotta
Company were also used by the Boston Terracotta
Company and the Long Island Terracotta
Company.!9
In 1904 a special publication issued by the
state geologist entitled The Clays and CLay Industr)}
o'/lVew.!erseysrared that the Perth Amboy terracotta
clays contained an m;erage of 5% wbite quartz
sand, although some clays contained as linle as
0.5%. Additionally, some portions of the Raritan
bed contained considerable pyrites in the form of
'sulphur' balls or nodules which were carefully
picked out and rejected during mining.
Furthermore. tbe report described the tcrracorta
clay mix used hy the Penh Amboy Terracotta
Company as having a tendency to warp, requiring
34% water for tempering, with an air shrinkage
allowance of 6.6%, firing shrinkage of some 7.4%,
and a rensile strength of 142 Ibs/square inch. oo
A New Jersey geological survey puhlishecl in
1878, entitled Clay Deposits, reported the results
of an analysis of A Hall & Sons' fireclay, one year
before the company became The Perth Amboy
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TemlCona Company. It is nOl known whether the
clay described here is the same as that used for
the terracotta for the Brooklyn Historical Society
Building, although it is consistent with the state
geologist's report of 1904 cited above. The
composition of this fireclay was reported as:
hydrated silica 42.05%: aluminium oxide 35.83%;
water (bound) 12.20%; silicon dioxide (quartz
sand) 5.70%; water (moisture, free) 1.50%; titanic
[titanium] hydroxide 1.10%; iron oxide 0.77%;
potassium hydroxide 0.44%; magnesium oxide
0.11%; sodium hydroxide trace; lime (calcium
carbonate) trace.
The analysis further stated that the clay was
blue to buff coloured and contained 'some pyrites
that is removed and sold to chemical works'41
Clay preparation

Once the clays were mined and sorted by quality
they were allowed to 'weather'. Since many clays
are formed under strong geological compaction,
the process of breaking them down into their
ultimate particle size, and thus developing their
latent plasticity, occurs slowly. Exposing the
clays to the weather (ie, wet/dry, freeze/thaw
cycles) increases this rate of decomposition,
enabling the clays to be more readily processed.
In addition, sulphides (as pyrites) are converted
to sulphates and oxides through oxidation and
the oxides hydrate to hydrated ferric oxide, thus
minimising the potential for chemical changes
during or after the manufacture of the blocks. 42
After weathering, the clay was ground and
sieved, usually through a 5mm mesh, (0 remove
small particles of stone and other foreign matter.
Two basic types of machinery were used to
accomplish this: edge runner mills and roller
mills. Both types of mills consisted essentially of
metal rollers set close to a metal plate. As the CI<lY
passed under the rollers, it was crushed and
either fell through perforations in the plate or was
pushed aside and discarded.
Next, the clay was washed. Prior to 1893, this
consisted of mixing the clay with sufficient water
to make a Cfeam~like slip. Stones ancl other
impurities settled out, and the slip was passed
through a strainer into a 'dlying pan'. The finer
the clay desired, the longer it was allowed to

remain in suspension. In the twentieth century,
machine~ were developed to attain a higher
degree of purification. The washed clay was then
deposited in a receiving bin with alternating
layers of grog.
An important factor in the production of any
type of fired clay ware is shrinkage. Clay particles
swell in water and contract as the water eva para tes.
In order to limit and predict the amount of
shrinkage when the clay was fired, grog was
added to the clay mix. Grog usually consisted of
preViously fired bodies such as terracotta and/or
brick. Because these had previously been fired,
thereby evacuating the majorily of the water, they
would not shrink further. The ideal grog came
from the same clay that had been fired at the same
temperature as the piece being produced.
However, there was seldom enough of this
material, and in practice, any available fired
material was added to the clay mix. The quantity
of the grog added depended on the quality of the
clay and the amount of shrinkage desired. The
usual shrinkage was approximately 8%.43 In the
early years of manufacturing architectural
terracotta, each plant would experiment with the
amount of grog reqUired for their clay to obtain
consistent shrinkage; as the industry matured in
the twentieth century, stanclard ratios for various
clay beds and terracotta plants were established 44
Alternating layers of weathered clay and grog
were then placed into troughs. These troughs
usually varied from 2-5 feet in depth. The
supert1uous water rose to the top and was drawn
off. The paste was aged until it 'ripened' or
stiffened in its stratified form and was then
mixed. The mixing was done by taking vertical
sections from the paste and mixing them in a pug
mill. A pug mill contained projecting knives that
revolved in a hollow cylinder or trough that
mixed the moist stiff clay. When the material left
the pug mill it possessed the desired consistency
or 'temper'. It was important that proper and
consistent plastiCity was obtained for moulding.
If one pan of the clay mass was stiff, and another
portion soft, the moulded piece would warp ancl
crack while drying.
In plants which 'washed' the clay rather than
simply 'cleaned' it, excess water had to be removed
from the slip before further processing. In the
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early years of tcrraco[(a manufacturing this was
done by heating the clay in a clrying pan to drive
off the excess water. The result was <l paste-like
clay ready for aging. [n later years, filter presses
were used.
The paste was now ready to be aged, Aging,
also called 'souring', was not ;Il","ays thought
necessary. The clay was stored in a cool dark
place for an average of 12 months (some plants
aged the clay for up to two years).'s The aging
process prOVided time for the moisture to become
evenly distributed, for air bubbles (a dissip<Jte
and for the plasticity of the clay to increase
through the formation of hydrated, gellified
hydrOXides. The result WJS a much more plastic
c1Jy that was easier to mould. Many manufactures
believed this reduced cracking. If aging was not
part of the process the clay was taken from the
pug mill or the filter press, as the case warranted,
spreJd out on a 'bartering slab' Jnd beaten to drive
out the air bubbles. The clay was then sufficient1y
prepared to be worked into the moulds.
The moulding process

Architectural terracona moulds were designed by
the manufacturer or sometimes uncler the direction
of an architect. Some architects would furnish the
manufJcturer with working drawings with each
detail indicated, while others would suggest
what they envisioned ancJ permitted the company
artist and draughrsman to elaborate their ideas.
No working drawings of the terra cotta detailing
for the Brooklyn Historical Society Building have
been discovered [0 date but the presence of the
noted artists Olin Warner and Truman Bartlett <It
the Perth Amboy Terracotta Company, and
citations suggesting that some of the decorative
work was modelled in the plastiC condition,
indicate tbat the detailing m<lY be the artists' in
this case,16
The <lrchitect produced 1/2 inch scale draWings,
with or without detailing, and the manufacturer
would then produce 1 inch scale working
drawings. Shrinkage was estimated by calculating
the amount of 'face area' and drawings,
compensating for this shrinkage, were produced.
From these dr<lwings the plaster model was
created and from the model a mould was
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produced. The moulds were usually made of
plaster of Paris, which offered a quick set, low
shrinkage and the ability to absorb large <I mou 11lS of
moisture from the cby cast. In so doing, the process
promoted the concentration of fine colloidal clay
particles to the surface in fine parJllel layers. thus
contributing to the formation of the fireskin.
The mould was then systematically filled with
processed clay usually 30-35mm thick with the
aid of a presser. Sections of excess clay were
removed by hanu from the b<lck of the piece,
creating hollow cells. Cross pieces, caJled 'straps',
were placed where necessary to strengthen the
block and help it to retain its shape in the mould
The mould was then set aside and clay allowed
to dry to a stiffness that would ;lllm", the mould
to be removed without damaging the work. Once
carefully removed from the mould, the block was
set on a board with a sheet under it. The sheet
<Il1owed for free contraction so the clay block
could creep or shrink without cracking - otherwise
the clay would stick to the board. The piece was
left for two to three days 'till in a fit slate for
finishing'." Finishing work, such JS the removal
of seams and the texturing of the surface, was
performed by experienced workmen with a knife
for flat surfaces and leather or special tools for
others. iVIore detailed carving could also be done
at this point. although some terra cotta workers
advised against working over the greenw,He
surface, other than smoothing and trimming,
because they believecJ that carving disrupted the
microstructure at the surface and resulted in a
weaker piece. 48
In the early years of architectural terracotta
manufacturing the finished pieces were then
placed in dtying rooms for approximately 48
hours. These rooms were heated to 30°C by steam
pipes which covered the {l00r.;9 However, because
the edges ,mel corners of a piece natur,llly dry first
and the middle last, the ends of the pieces tended
to curve inward and/or crack. so Thus. quite quickly,
various manufacturers developed alternative
methods of dtying the pieces to alleviate this
uneven shrinkage and resulting distortion. Some
clried the pieces in two stages, first with a slow.
dry heat and second with steam heat. A few even
went so far as to wrap the blocks with damp cloths
to allow the centres to dry first and thus encourage
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the edges [0 contract towards the hard centres.5 1
Large terracotta pieces were also turned
periodically to prevent uneven drying. It was aJso
discovered that pieces that were dried too rapidly,
having been exposed to draughts or excessive
heat, formed a crust that prevented even drying.
Moisture coJlected behind the surface and the
crust was forced off during the first frost - if it
survived the firing process. Terracorta that was
not consistently dry was extremely apt to warp,
twist or even explode in the kiln. [t was therefore
essential for the moulded pieces to be consistently.
thoroughly, and slowly dried before being placed
in the kiln for firing.
Firing

Firing is the process of heating the terracorra until
the clay particles knit together. This degree of
bonding was historically called 'sintering·.'!
'Vitrification', or actual fusing of the clay particles
into a single mass with closed pores, was generaJly
achieved, to a degree, only on the outer skin of
the piece that was exposed to highertemperatures
than the core. This fusion, which created a thin
densification zone known as the 'fireskin' made
the terracO[t3 impervious to moisture. 51
The majority of manufacturing plants fired
their wares in round muftle kilns operated with a
clown-draught. While the method of construction
differed from plant to plant. and the fuel varied
from coal to crude oil to natural gas. all kilns
operated on the same principles. Flames travelled
up over the top wall of the muffle, along the
crown of the kiln to the middle, where they were
drawn out. Openings were constructed in the
crown leading into the mufne. During the eady
stages of firing these were kept open so that the
water vapour and products of the combustion of
the organic material in the clay could escape. As
the kiln became hot these openings were closed.
'Trial-holes' perforated the kiln in various places
so that all parts of the kiln could be observed
from the outside. Trial pieces were placed near
these holes and were examined as the firing
progressed. These slow fires were maintained
until all indications of moisture disappeared,
usually after 48 hours. 54
The next stage was critical and, if not executed

carefully, would be responsible for many terracotta
pieces becoming damaged. During this stage, the
water smoking period. the heat was increased
velY slowly until all the combined water was
expelled and any organic material burned out.
Once this was accomplished, the kiln could be
heated up as rapidly as desired; a too rapid rate
was hardly possible because of the close setting
of the large amount of ware in the kiln.
Temperatures during this stage often ranged from
1l00-1370°C and, depending on the size of the
kiln. were maintained for 90-150 hours.'j An
article in the ChrisNan Union implied that the
Perth Amboy Terracotta Company had
experienced problems during this phase of their
virgin venture in the production of the terracotta
for the Brooklyn Historical Society Building:
'some of the work was so difficult to manufacture
and bake without cracking. '56
In cooling a kiln filled with terracotta a certain
amount of care was necessaty to avoid cracked
ware. The critical stage in cooling the kiln was
between the temperature of red heat and the
point of darkness. As soon as the kiln was cooled
to red heat, the damper in the stack and the fire
boxes were tightly shut. At least a day before the
kiln was emptied, the damper was drawn, the fire
boxes opened and the wicket torn clown. The
wares were usually allowed to cool for 60 to 80
hours. fn many plants a fan was connected to the
kiln and cold air drawn through at this stage, in
order to cool the kiln completely. On account of
the long firing period, the slow cooling and the size
of the kilns, firings did not occur more than two or
three times a month. Once the terracotta pieces
were cooled and removed from the kiln they were
ready to be shipped to the site and installed.
INSTALLATION AND POINTING

Prior to 1885, terracotta was incorporated into a
masonry building in one of two ways. In the first
case, the terracotta pieces were masonry bonded
into the wall and the blocks were backfilled with
both brick and cement moral' to prevent crushing
from the weight above, In the second method,
the pieces were 'hung' on the wall. The hollow
cells of the terracotta blocks were filled with
mortar and pressed into place onto metal anchors,
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which had previously been driven into the waH
joints. The terracotta was held in place until the
mortar hardened. These anchors, usually iron or
steel, were coated with cement or asphalt in an
attempt to prevent corrosion. In later years it was
recommended that the pieces which were not
backfilled, and thus subject to water penetration,
be hung on bronze anchor rods. Bronze was
chosen because of its apparent resistance to
corrosion 57 The first system, of brick and cement
backfilling. appears to have been the method
used for the Brooklyn Historical Society Building.
The few damaged pieces removed from the
bUilding were found to be backfilled with brick
and a cementitious mortar. To date, no evidence of
metallic fasteners has been observed or recorded.
Regardless of the method by which the
terracotta blocks were incorporated into the
masonlY construction, joint location was always
a major concern. There were two main reasons
that prompted the careful planning of the joints.
First. the majority of early architectural terracotta
designs were intended to simulate stone. Since
terra cotta blocks were often smaller than stone,
there were more joints, and efforts were made to
hide as many of the extra joints as possible.
Second, many designs included large sculptural
areas, and in these areas all the joints were made
to be as unobtrusive as possible by placing them
at changes in the plane of the surface, thus hiding
them behind the projecting piece. This process
was referred to as 'back-jointing' or 'backchecking' 58 Additionally, joints were coloured so
as to make them seem to 'disappear'. Red terracotta
joints were often coloured by the addition of red
iron oxide rigment. Sometimes red bricks were
very finely pulverised and combined with sand to
obtain the requisite monar colour. s9
Another consideration in the careful detailing
of the joints was to ensure proper water shed
from the building. For this reason, horizontal
joints were given a variety of special treatments,
projections were given drips, and raglets (grooves
to receive flashings) were built into the blocks. In
an effort to hide special horizontal joints from the
ground, the outer edges of the joints might be
given a cove.
The mortar used in setting terracotta was
generally stronger and more waterproof than
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mortar for brick or stone masonry. Recommended
mixes during the late nineteenth century ranged
from cement:sand 0:2) to a mixture of
cement:sand:lime 0:8: 1)60 During the setting
process, small wooden wedges might be rlaced
in the joints to prevent the weight of the blocks
from pushing the mortar out of the joint during
set. At the Brooklyn Historical Society Building,
slate shims were inserted for this purpose. After
the blocks were in place, the joints were either
tooled or raked out for later pointing. Joints on
projections, parapets and other exposed areas
were raked out and then filled with a waterproof
cement following all other work on the terracotta.
The final procedure in the installation of
architectural terracott3 was surface cleaning. For
exterior terra cotta typical recommendations
included: naphtha and a c1oth 61 ; rinsing the
facade wirh a dilute solution of eirher oxalic or
sulphuric acid 6l ; or washing powder with stiff
scrubbing brushes (not wire). In the early twentieth
century, glazed surfaces were sometimes
sandblasted to produce a matt finish.
ANALYSIS AND CHARACTERISATION

Description
The majority of the unglazed terracotta of the
Brooklyn Historical Society Building is burnt recl
in colour and is used for the ornamental spandrels
of the 3rcades, cornice, band courses between
floors, the base course and the eight medallions
from which project the various sculpted portrait
heads. Additionally, a buff-coloured terra cotta
was used to accent the bases and capitals of the
two granite pilasters flanking the main entrance.
Two previously detached samples of the red
terracotta were provided for examination and
laboratoly treatment tests. These samples, a 380
x 150 x 150mm corner piece and its associated
coping, measuring 250 x 225 x 200mm, were
removed from the east corner of the pedimented
clock tower on the north facade 63
Exposed surfaces of both samples displayed
the typic31 black soiling found on the brick and
terracotta elements of the building. ft is important
to note that the terracotta on the Brooklyn
Historical Society Building, outside of normal
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wearhering, has remained intact and virtually
untouched; it has not been treated with chemicals
or coatings, or experienced structural cracking or
related failures. Moreover, because this terracolta
is primarily, if not totally, masonlY bonded, it
does not exhibit the common problems and
failures associated with corroding metal anchors.
The terracoua itself, albeit soiled, appears to be in
excellent condition.
The two pieces provided for testing revea led
evidence of typical late nineteenth-century
manufacturing techniques: hand-pressing the
prepared terracotta day into moulds and then
removing excess material from the rear to create
cells or pockets with web walls of 20-25mm
thick. These cells aided in drying and firing,
reduced the amount of clay used and weight of
the piece, and provided a key for attachment to
the building. Both sample pieces possess finger
markings on their undersides, indicating hand
processes. Voids ranging in size from 13-25mm
appear periodically in each piece; these are the
result of air pockets that were not eliminated
when the clay was compacted into the moulds. A
cross-hatched pattern, evidence of a final tooling
before firing, textures the surface. The lines
comprising the pattern are approximately LSmm
apart and rise from the surface approximately
05mm. In accordance with contemporalY practice,
these pieces were inscribed with numbers while
still wet, presumably as an aid to their correct
installation. They were masonry bonded into the
building; the cornice piece contains a common
brick fragment embedded into five inches of
cementitious mortar in the central cell. No evidence
of metal anchors was observed.

--. --------

warer absorbed. This test allows for no distinction
between the water ahsorption of the fireskin
versus the core. Since it is the fireskin that is
primarily responsible for the weather protection
of the materiaL measurement of the absorption of
the fireskin alone is also important.
This was achieved by using the RILFM induction
tube method developed for in situ surface
measurementY-' The RILEM method uses a tubelike apparatus that has a flat, circular brim 25380101 in diameter, which is affL'Xed to the masonry.
The vertical tube is graduated and the water level
is periodically recorded over lime and the percent
absorption calculated. The average water
absorption of the unsoiled fireskin was 0%; that
is, no degree of water absorption could be
measured in cc/min ""ith this apparatus. The
average water absorption of the core, however,
was 6.2%.6 7 This figure is just below the range of
water absorption cited for ASTM C67; thus
indicating that the standard value is a result of
water absorption primarily, if not totally, of the
core.
Resistance to mechanical abrasion

Since the fireskin is the dense, water impervious
barrier that protects the inner, more porous and
permeable, terracotta core from many of the
destructive agents of weathering, its resistance to
mechanical abrasion is important. Once the barrier

Water absorjJtion

The standard absorption value for unglazed
terra cotta usually ranges from 7%-11% 64 as per
tests run in accordance with ASTM C67 65 In this
procedure, a sample is oven dried and weighed
before being immersed for 24 hours in cold water
and weighed again. The sample is then immersed
for five hours in boiling water and weighed. The
difference in weight before and after each
immersion is calculated as a percentage of the
original weight and indicates the amount of

Fig 6:3 T erracotta, core cross-section from the
Brooklyn Historical Society (2Sx, cross-polarised light).
Microstructure contains voids (I), quartz/feldspar (2) and
grog (3) within a fine red day matrix (Colour Plate 3)
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Fig 6:4 Terracotta, core cross-section from the
Brooklyn Historical Society (640x, SEM)

of the intact fireskin is broken, the terracotLa
piece is vulnerable to decay. Application of the
Rockwell Indentation Hardness test was attempted
to measure the fireskin's resistance to mechanical
abrasion. The tests were carried out Llsing a
diamond pyramid bit as the indentor on the B
scale OOOkg Joad). The results of this test ranged
from Bl1 to B44; the wide range of values was
assumed to be due to the heterogeneous nature
of the material. No further attempts were made to
record or quantify abrasion resistance
77Je microstructure of the core

A thin section of the terra cotta surface and its
associated core was prepared and its constituents
examined using reflected and polarised light
microscopy (Fig 6:3)68 and scanning electron
microscopy (Fig 6:4).69 This examination revealed
the terracotta to be a well-dispersed, multi-phased
mixture of a fine-grained red clay matrix with
vacuoles and larger particles of quartz, feldspar
and grog, ranging from very fine to rather fine in
size. 70 A 1.6mm square area was closely examined
and analysed for qualitative and quantitative
characterisation using polarised light microscopy
(Fig 6:3). The area was also mapped to determine
the location and percentages of the major
constituents and features 71
Of the area examined it was determined that
approximately 7% consisted of vacuoles or voids.
The size of the voids was determined to be in the
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range of 0.3-0.8mm. The particles identified as
quartz and feldspar!2 were approximately 13.6%
of the terracotta body. The particle size ranged
from 0.2-08mm, with a few larger particles
measu ring approximately O. 9mm. Periodic cooling
cracks were observed around the quartz particles.
These cracks accommodate the change in
crystalline form of the quartz that occurs at
approximately 573°C. As the terracotta body cools,
the partially dissolved quartz solidifies and cracks
result in the material immediately surrounding
the quartz particles'J
The size of the grog ranged from 0.2-0.8mm
with a few large pieces measuring approximately
Imrn. The grog comprised approximately 16% of
the material. As cited previously, the reported
amounts of grog in terracotta by the industry in
the late nineteenth century ranged from 100/050%. In the twentieth century, much attention
was devoted to the issue of the size and amount
of grog. The optimal range of grog per mixture
was determined to be generally 25-30%, although
it varied slightly from clay to c1 ay 74 The percentage
in the sample area was lower than this prescribed
range and may be due to the heterogeneous
nature of the material and the sample size. Since
the Brooklyn Historical Society Building was the
first commission for the Perth Amboy Terracotta
Company, an intimate knowledge of the clay and
the manufacturing process might not yet have
been established when the terra cotta examined
in these tests was made; hence, the contemporalY
report that many pieces cracked during
manufacturing and much of the work had to be
repeated 7S
The microstructure of the fireskin

It is the dense, glassy fireskin that renders unglazed
terra cotta impelvious to moisture and thus restricts
many of the deterioration mechanisms that depend
on the presence of moisture The fireskin is a
rigid, coherent framework that is formed by the
diffusional sintering (or vitrification) of the clay
grains during firing. Diffusional sintering is defined
as 'the process where an assembly of fine panicles
of a dispersed system undergoes spontaneous
strain which results in a densification of the palticle
assembly. This usually occurs when the heated
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Fig 6:5 Terracotta, fireskin cross-section from the
Brooklyn Historical Society (160x, SEM). Arrows
indicate approximate thickness of fireskin (24-32
microns) visible as a densified zone

range is 40-85% of the temperature that causes the
material to melt. '76 Densification occurs as a result of
mass transfer from the grain contact points to the
pores. which causes the particle centres to come
closer together and a transfer of mass due to mutual
sliding of the particles. The result is a change of
geometry of the grains and pores. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) was u::.ed to examine the
micromorphology of the fireskin.
SEM combines the advantages of high
magnification with sufficient depth of field to

Fig 6:6 Porosimetry of terracotta fireskin, cross-section
(2500x, SEM). Note small, round, isolated pores and
dense matrix

Fig 6:7 Porosimetry of terracotta core, cross-section
(2500x, SEM). Note larger, irregular, interconnected
pores

allow detailed examination of heterogeneous and
porous materials. The terracotta samples were
examined under SEM to detel-mine specific physical
characteristics believed significanL for durability
and performance: the extent of vitrification, the
pore structure of the core and the fireskin, and the
depth of the fireskin. In addition, sample surfaces
were examined both before and after deaning tests
to ascertain the physical effects (if any) of the
treatments on the soiling and the substrate.
The terracotta samples were also examined in
polished cro~s-secLion. In the fireskin region
grain-Lo-grain comaer was observed and the
denSity of the grains was found to be markedly
higher than in the core (Figs 6:5, 6:6 and 6:7>.
Additionally, glassy filaments were present but
the fireskin did not exhibit a continuous glassy
phase. thus suggesting a low to moderate
77
vitrification. The thickness of the fire~kin ranged
approximately from 24-32 microns. judging from
the visible cJensification of the upper zone (Fig
6:5). The fireskin tended LO be more homogeneous
than the core: the pores of the fireskin were
round and nOl interconnected, probably resulting
from trapped gas that was not evacuated during
sintering (Fig 6:6). The pores ocurred more
frequently in the core than in the fireskin and
were amorphous and often interconnected. These
pores are gaps between grains and tend to be larger
than those located in the fireskin region (Fig 6:7)
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TEST PROGRAMME OF CLEANING SYSTEMS
C/ea n i ng

5.

Building material. Physical, mechanical and
chemica I properties of terracolta (eg
microstructure, condition of fireskin, colour.
texture, glazes, production marks).
2. Nature o/soiling. Chemical composition and
physical properties (eg mechanically adhered,
chemicaJJy bonded, organic/inorganic).
3 Cause 0/ soiling The soiling may only be
symptomatiC of the problem and wiJJ re-occur
if the necessalY corrective measures are not
taken (eg eftlorescence indicative of moisture
penetration into structure).
1.

0/ the stmcture. Previous repair and
cleaning campaigns, surface coatings. sealants
that may affect the present cleaning campaign.
Building construction. Certain details inhibit
the success of certain cleaning methods;
embedded anchors may be susceptible to
various c1ean.ing agents.
Safety considerations. Waste disposal.
application hazards to workers, the public
and the environment.
Location. The structure's location and ground
plot, effect on neighbouring structures, nearby
incluslly, weather and wind parterns that may
affeer application or drying procedures. etc.
Seasonal restrictions. Wet cleming should be
undertaken in warm, dly weather to allow for
sufficient 'dlY time' to alleviate the multitude
of moisrure-related decay processes (eg wet/
dry, freeze/thaw cycles).
Financial and time considerations Establish
the rarameters.

4. History

considerations

Tile decision to clean a building is one thar needs
to be considered carefully, whether it is to bE'
performed as a single activity or as part of a larger
conservation programme. While cleaning may
remove soiling or staining that is unSightly and
contributing to surface decay, the process of
cleaning itself may cause other types of
deterioration Residual salts from chemical
cleaning may be introduced into tile masonry
causing latent staining or spalling, excessive
moisture applied to the substrate may mobilise
existing soluble salts and other organic
compounds, and mechanical cleaning may cause
irreparable ch3nges to the microstruCture of the
substrate. It is therefore imperative that before
cleaning occurs, a full assessment of the problems
is undertaken and both the advantages and risks
of each cleaning option are considered
The most common and valid reasons for
cleaning are: to re-establish the original
appearance. taking into consideration the
difference between the natural aging of the
surface (patina) and rhe undesirable soiling or
staining; to allow or facilitate an inspection of the
building's condition; to assist in prevention or
reduction of further chemical and mechanical
deterioration; and to prepare the surface for other
treatments such as consolidation. water repellents
and repairs.
Development of a proper cleaning programme
for any masonry builcling, and particularly rerracotta,
must include consideration of the following:
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10. FeasibLe products and processes avaiLahle.
Reversibility/retreatability; advantages and
disadvantages; <Jpplicability on a large scale;
results of laboratory and small-scale site testing;
compatibility with the above cited
considerations.
11. Skill. Skill If'vel necessalY to implement the
deming progr3mme - determine feasibility
and standards.
REVIEW OF AVAIlABLE METHODS OF
CLEANING

The following provides an overview of the
commercial cleaning methods frequently used
for historic masonlY and in particular, architectural
terracona. These were all considered as potential
methods for cleaning the unglazed terracotta of the
8rooklyn Historical Society Building.
1Valer cleaning

Water cleaning is often cited as the gentlest
means available for cleaning structures. The
National Park Service states, 'water methods
gener<Jlly are the simplest to cany out, the safest
for the building and the environment, and the
least expensive. "8 Water washing can consist of
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water soaking, a continuous or intermiuent
spraying with a fine nebulised mist (for several
hours) or pressure washing at low (20-100psi) or
medium (l00-600psi) pressures.
Water cleaning is effective on soiling that
adheres to the masonlY surface by secondary
bonding (ie the soiling is not chemically bonded
to the surface). Wmer cleaning is also effective if
the soiling is soluble in water. However, this type
of soiling will occur only in areas of the bUilding
not exposed to periodic washing by precipitation.
It is important to realise that although some
types of masonry may benefit from frequent
water washing, others do not. Frequent washing
of some of the harder siliceous stones including
granite and some sandstones, as well as brick and
terra cotta , is not beneficial, since water alone is
not effective for cleaning most siliceous surfaces
and it is not easily evacuated once it penetrates
below the surface. The opposite is generally true
of calcareous stones such as Iimesrone and marble.
Steam cleaning

Steam cleaning, another water-based cleaning
method, was used extensively during the mid
twentieth centuly. Reasons for its present drop in
popularity vary: often cited are the increased
sophistication and sllccessful marketing of
chemical methods; the reported hazards of hor
steam; and the residual damage left by the caustic
soda that is often used as a water softener.
The procedure involves heating the water in a
nash boiler and directing the heated water at the
masonlY surface with the use of a low-pressure
nozzle, generally with a 13mm diameter apenure.
The heat of the steam swells and softens the
soiling and the low pressure hot water
mechanically removes the loosened soiling from
the masonlY surface.
Steam is useful as a support method for
removing greasy depOSits or organic coatings
such as waxes with low melting points. It may be
preceded by manual scrubbing using a non-ionic
detergent or low concentrate chemical-based
cleaner. Steam proVides little or no advantage
when used in conjunction with an acidic masonry
cleaner. It is often followed by a low-pressure

water rinse for more effective cleaning results.
Steam cleaning is also used to remove vines and
other vegetation clinging to masonlY surfaces, for
cleaning building sections that are difficult to
reach and highly ornamental elements.
Detergents

Detergents are defined as synthetic organic
compounds that are chemically different from
soaps?9 but able to emulsify oils, hold dirt in
suspension, and act as wetting agents. The surface
tension of water can be dramatically reduced by
the addition of a small amount of detergent or
other surface active agent. Thus hydrophobic
surfaces can be made to act as though hydrophilic.
Most detergents are derived from carboxylic acid
and contain a long hydrocarbon chain of more
than a dozen carbons. A detergent generally
contains polar and non-polar ends. The polar end
ofthe molecule allows the detergent to be soluble
in water while the non-polar end (the hydrocarbon
chain) is soluble in 'grease' (soiling primarily
formed by organic compounds). Since like
substances dissolve like substances, the 'grease'
becomes attached to the non-polar ends of the
detergent 3nd is pulled into solution. In other
words, the concentration of detergent molecules
around a soil particle helps to reduce the forces
of adhesion between the particle and the masonry
and insoluble soiling is held in suspension and
carried aW3Y by the detergent. The detergent is
important for this function but often chelating,
sequestering and complexing agents are adeled
to improve its effectiveness.
There are four basic classifications of detergents.
These classifications depend upon the nature of
the electrically charged groups within their
molecules They are: anionic (electrically negative
hydrophobic ions), cationic (electrically positive
hydrophobic ions), non-ionic (electrically neutr31),
amphoteriC (electrically positive or negative,
depending on the pH). Non-ionic detergents are
preferred in masonlY cleaning, since they generally
provide better surface wetting and are more
easily removed from the masonry surface. Nonionic detergents do not leave cations or anions
on the surface when removed, whereas ionic
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detergents may leave a charged surface which
can attract soiling. Since detergents, by nature,
are polar, their removal from the surface on
which they are acting can be difficult. As nonionic detergents are polar enough to be soluble
in water, they are not as difficult to remove from
the surface as ionic ones.
Detergent cleaning of non-polished surfaces is
often assisted by scrubbing the surface with a
non-metallic soft bristle brush. This will ensure
that the detergent solution gains access to all
portions of the textured surface and assists in
lifting the soiling into suspension. It is vital that
the surface be thoroughly rinsed clean of the
detergent solution. If a detergent film is left on
the surface. it will attract dirt to the surface by
nature of its polarity.
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complex which is preferred.
Chelation is the formation of a complex
involving a multidentate organic anion and a
metallic atom. These reactions on solid soiling
are slow because they must generally pass from
solid to liquid through hydration, dissolution,
migration through diffusion, etc, and that takes
time. Most treatments must remain on the surface
for a minimum dwell time of several hours. As a
result, most chelating-based cleaners are
formulated to contain suitable fillers to produce
a paste or gel. Sodium carboxymethyl-cellulose
(Na CMC) is one such filler, Widely used to
produce gel formulations. In addition to thickening
the solution. it holds the lifted dirt and thus
prevents rcsoi!ing of the surface. Resoiling due to
redeposition of the dirt can often be more difficult
to remove than the original soiling.

Chetating agents
Acidic cleaners

While detergent polarity is exploited to break the
bond between the soiling and the surface.
complexing (or co-ordinating) agents are used to
break other bonds. These bonds are the primary
bonds between the metallic atoms and the organic
molecule in the soiling compounds. Complexing
agents can form a soluble complex from an insoluble
compound. One type of compJexing compound is
a chelating agent. Chelating agents contain polar
molecules with two strong negative parts that tie
electrostatically onto particular metallic ion types
and still remain soluble in water. Therefore a
chelating agent can be used to break the bonds of
insoluble soiling involVing metals and form a soluble
complex that can be washed away with water.
However, technically the breaking of atomic bonds
is a simple definition of a chemical reaction, and
one must ensure that the chemical reaction is
directed only at the soiling, and nOt at the substrate.
One of the most popular chelating agents used
by conservators is ethylene diaminotetra-aceticacid (EDTA). EDTA is a white anhydrous crystalline
solid which is almost insoluble in water (O.5g/L).
and readily soluble in alkaline solutions. EDTA
forms strong complexes with almost all di- and
trivalent atoms and with calcium and magnesium
complexes, depending on the pH of the solution
which determines the free anions and the type of

Acidic cleaners are aqueous solutions that
chemically react with the soiling and masonry to
affect the interface between the soiling and the
substrate. Acidic cleaners may contain varying
combinations of acids which include hydrofluoric
acid (HF), phosphoric acid (Hl0 4 ), Hydrochloric
acid (HC!), sulphuric acid (H 2SO) and nitric acid
(HN0 3); and organic acids such as citric, acetic
and oxalic acid. Acidic cleaners should never be
used on masonry materials containing carbonates.
These are highly reactive to acids, which \..vill
damage the masonry by dissolving the surface
and widening pores, cracks and joints.
The acid most commonly used in commercial
cleaners designed for siliceous masonry is
hydrofluoric acid. Since this removes soiling by
dissolving the silicates on the surface, effective
cleaning depends on dilute concentrations and
short dwell times to alleviate extensive attack to
the masonly80
Acetic acid is also commonly used in masonry
cleaning products. This is a weak organic acid
and it is commonly used as a neutralising agent
following alkaline treatments. Diluted, it has
been used to clean carbonate stones and other
masonry. It attacks and dissolves more slowly
than strong mineral acids.
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Alkalilll! cleane,'s

SOILING CHARACfERTSATION

Alkaline solutions are used for soiling. paint and
other organic coating removaL Alkalis can be
used on materials that contain carbonates. such
as marbles and limestones. that are readily
dissolved by acidic cleaners. Alkaline cleaners
usually consist of two ingredients: a detergent (or
surfactant) and an alkali, usually potassium
hydroxide or sodium hydroxide. Most alkalis
neutralise acidic soils and saponify greClsy materials.
Sodium hydroxicle(caustic soda. lye) is typica Ily
used as a primary ingredient in alkaline cleaners.
Sodium hydroXide is an extremely strong base
and can effectively hydrolyse oil stains. (ie break
the bonds of the oil molecules and introduce
water molecules). Often. however, it cannot be
effectively neutralised. especially when used on
porous materials. The main concern with sodium
hydroxide is its high solubility and the introduction
into the masonry of sodium ions which can react
with the substrate and cause destructive salt
efflorescences.
This
efflorescence
or
subflorescence is extremely difficult. if not
impossible, to remove. Therefore, the use of
sodium hydrOXide is recommended only on
relatively non-porous materials.

Much of the exterior masonry of the Brooklyn
Historical Society Building is blanketed by a
black, pollution-related carbon soot soiling. These
deposits are heaviest in protected areas, such as
in the relief work <:lnd under projecting elements.
Heavy guano deposits also occur on the secondstorey portrait heads. architrave keystones and
the second-storey cornice ledge, these being
fa vou ri te roosting areas for pigeons. Isolated patches
of efflorescence are visible on the brickwork,
especially where the head joints <Ire open and the
water has penetrated the building envelope.
A review of historical photographs of the
exterior of the building suggests that as early as
1882 the terracatta on the north and east elevation
already displayed efflorescence and by 1926 the
terracotta exhibited dark differential staining,
especially on the string course, archivalts and
carnices. A comparison of views taken in 1926
and 199] (65 years apart) and 198] and 199100
years apart) suggests that the soiling patterns on
the bUilding were established early on and have
naturally and gradually worsened
The majority of the soil ing present on the ungb zed
terracotta of the Brooklyn Historical Society BUilding
is predominantly a carbonaceous surface deposit
produced by the combustion of fossil fuels (Fig
6:15)81 The pH of the soiling on dle sud'ace of the
tel1'acolta samples was found to be neuu<ll 00-7.1).
Recentcompar3tiveanalysisofurbangrimeconducted
in six major cities82 has yielded similar results.
The existing literature suggests that the safe
removal of such soiling from brick and unglazed
terra cotta surfaces is notoriously difficult. This
difficulty may be attributed to a residue of reactive
silica left on the surface during the long burn in
the manufacturing process, which bonds with
the airborne particulates associated with pollutionrelated urbJn grime B3 As a result, the soiling
becomes chemically bonded to the terracottJ
surface. Removing all ofthe soiling evenly without
damaging the terracotra is a difficult task at best,
and perhaps an impossible one. 84 One primary
goal of this project was to ascertain which cleaning
techniques effectivel~r removed hydrocarbon
soiling without altering the physico-mechanical
properties of the telTacoua. especially the fireskin.

lvlechanicallahrasiue cleaning
Most cleaning techniques termed 'mechanical'
remove soiling from the substrate by abrading its
surface. This usually involves arranging a collision
between the soiling ;lOd some other material to
produce a force which will break the adhesion
between the soiling and the substrate and move
the soiling away from it. It is important that the
break occur at the interface between the surface
and the soiling, and not below the surface. Thus
the problem with mechanical cleaning is
essentially one of control. Since it is often difficult.
if not impossible. to distinguish [he interface
between the soiling and substrate at the
macroscopic level and then to control the
equipment to this precise degree, mechanical
cleaning techniques are generally nor recommended
far overall cleaning of historic masonlY, and
especially for fired matetia Is such as brick orten-acolta
with their thin, vulnerable, fireskins or glazes.

Plate I. Severe decay due to salt crystallisation and
frost damage on this poorly fired bracket has caused
surface exfoliation. powdering and loss of integrity. See
also Fig 1:7, pl4

Plate 2. In areas of heavy wear the coloured clay inlays of encaustic
tiles are eventually worn away. This raised walkway at St George's
Hall, Liverpool, has taken wear from foot traffic for 140 years. See
also Fig 4: I, p40

Plate 3. Terracotta, core cross-section from the Brooklyn
Historical Society (25x, cross-polarised light). Microstructure
contains voids (I). quart2lfeldspar (2) and grog (3) within a fine
red clay matrix. See also Fig 6:3. p66

Plate 5. Results after commercial hydrofluoric acid-based
aqueous cleaning. Note immediate removal of soiling after
first application (numbers indicate applications). See also Fig
6:9. p74

Plate 4. Typical Moderate soiling conditions of samples before all
cleaning tests. See also Fig 6:8, p74

Plate 6. Results after commercial alkaline a<jueous cleaning. Noce
poor soiling removal. See also Fig 6: 10. p75

Plate 7. Results after steam cleaning. Note poor soiling
removal. See also Fig 6: II. p75

Plate 8. Results after dry glass powder and air abrasion. Soiled
areas masked during test. See also Fig 6: 12, p76
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Plate 9. Before detergent-chelating gel cleaning. See
also Fig 6: 13, p76
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Plate 10. Results after detergent-chelating gel cleaning
(Formulation C). Note good removal after first application
(compare with Plate 9). See also Fig 6: 14, p77

Plate II. Tile with Italianate design. See also Fig I 1:5, p I 15

Plate 12. Lincolnshire College of Art: detail of carved
brickwork tympanum and part of frieze. See also Fig
13:2, pl23
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TESTING PROGRA..i\1ME

1.1 addition to the obvious visual and aesthetic
C'\'Jluation of commonly-used cleaning methods,
he effect of cleaning materials and techniques on
he fireskin has been a primalY focus of this
deaning treatment evaluation programme. Since
htliklings are often cleaned several times during
their lifespan, the laboratory testing programme
,\\'as also designed to evaluate the effects of the
cleaning systems on the fjresl<in after repeated
3pplications. To evaluate these effects,
examination was conducted before and after
each application of each cleaning system.
Techniques were chosen that provided a means
of observing and recording alterations in what
were identified as critical physical and mechanical
properties of the unglazed terracorta surface.
These \vere: visual changes in colour and light
reflectance, changes in surface water absorption,
resistance to mechanical abrasion, and pore
structure and denSity.
Only the observed alteration of the microstructure and density using scanning electron
and light microscopy are reported in this pa pers~
CLEANING SYSTEMS TESTED

After an extensive literature search and interviews
with technicians in the building cleaning industry
as well as architects and conservators, five typical
and cuneO[ cleaning systems designed for or used
on terracotta were chosen for testing. They were:

Commercia! acidic cleaners
Resea rch suggested tha t ma ny unglil zed terrilcona
buildings 80 have been cleaned \\ith commercial
hydrof1uoric acid-based cleilners as recommended
by the cleaning indusliY. This is the system most
commonly used.
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Steam cleaning
The use of steam cleaning for terracotta elements
has been reported in the literature, albeit
infrequently87 Steam has also been used to
clean ung[ilzed terracotta objecrs and
archaeological artefacts.'*'

Abrasive cleaning
Abrasive cleaning using a wide range of natural
and synthetic ilggregates and applied in a stream
of pressurised air or water, has been used ooth to
cleiln and to factory-finish rena cotta since the lare
nineteenth century. Although abrasive cleaning
has generally been found ro be dilmaging to brick
and terrae-otta, a pilrenred abrasive cleaning
process developed by Thomann-Hanry inc 8" was
included in the rest programme.
This system is based on a low pressure, airdriven powder of pulverised neutral glass gauged
at 15, 25 or 50 microns. Cleaning is done by
'buffing' rather than impaGive abrasion as the
steildy mix of powder ilnd air circulates against
the building surface. This system is relatively new
on the uS market but has been employed for over
25 years in Europe. However, no specific
information concerning the cleaning of unglazed
terracotta was available from the manufacturers.

Detergent emulsionsQ()
The following detergent emulsions were customformulated for the removal of the hydrocarbon
soiling: 91 alkaline with an ilbrasive filler; acidic;
chelating agent (EDTA 'Versene') with alkaline
additives.
Once the evaluation techniques were
determined and the cleaning methods to be
tested chosen, the neceSSGllY terracotla samples
were prepared.
SA.t\1PLE PREPARATION

Commercial alkaline cleaners with acidic
ajierwasb
The alternative system also recommended by the
indusrry uses a strong aU<aline salt. usuaUy sodium
hydroxide, witba hydrotluoricoraceticilcid afterwash.

Two pieces of exposed and variably soiled
unglazed terra cotta from the Brooklyn Historical
Society Building. a cornice segmenr and its coping,
were prOVided for testing. The cornice segment
was used for preliminalY testing. One half of the
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Fig 6:8 Typical moderate soiling conditions of samples
before all cleaning tests (Colour Plate 4)

Fig 6:9 Results after commercial hydroOuoric acidbased aqueous cleaning. Note immediate removal of
soiling after first application (numbers indicate
applications) (Colour Plate 5)

coping was cut into eleven pieces using a large,
stone-cutting saw at the Geology Deparlmenr,
University of Pennsylvania. Each piece contained
approxirnarely 70mrn' of fjreskin surface area
The other half of the coping became the control
(Fig 6:8). Each sample was numbered according
to its place of origin, ilS number in the sample
series, and the method by which it was cleaned
(eg BHS-OJ -ST Origination of s<lOlple: BHS =
Brooklyn Historical Society; sample number (0111): 01 = first sample; c1e,lI1ing method lO he
tesled: ST = steam)
The samples were distributed ancl numbered
as follows:

with a thin layer of gold 9 \ The second piece,
intended for cross-section SEM examination, was
embedded in epoxy, cross-sectioned 94
perpendicular to the fireskin surface, polished,9s
and gold-coaled.

Control:
Steam:
Acid:

AIl<ali:
Detergent
Dry powder:

B:I-IS-control
BHS-Ol-S1'
RHS-02-AC, I3HS-03-AC,
BHS 04-AC
BHS-05-AK, BHS-06-AK,
BHS-07-AK
BHS-08-DT, BHS-09-DT,
BHS-lO-DT
BI-lS-Ii-DP

Initi,lI me<l.~urernents of absorption, resiSlance to
mechanical abrasion, and pI-I readings were
recorded. Two pieces of each sample.
approximately 6mm cubes, were mounted in
epoxy92 For scanning electron miCroscopy. The
first piece intended for surface viewing was
mounted exposing its hreskin surface and co,lted

CLEANING TESTING PROGRAMME
PROCEDURES

Once the samples were prepared the follOWing
testing procedures of the five cleaning systems to
be eva luatecl were conJucred.

CUrIlmercia! hydrufluoric acidic cleaner (Fig 6.9)){,
SAMPLES T[~,-rED:

BHS-02-AC, BHS-03-AC, BHS-04-AC

Each sample was divided into three sections. The
first section of each sample was subjected to one
application of the acidic cleaner (see belo'"v for
procedure). The second section was subjected to
two applications and the third section subjected
to three applications. This was accomplished by
using a strippable masking97 manufactured to
protect glass and other building materi:lls from
masonry cleaning solutions. The entire surface of
each sample was treated on the first application.
Prior to the second application of the acidic
cleaner, section one was covered with the
striprab1e masking. The second application of
the acidic cleaner was applied to the rermining
two-thirds. Prior to the third application, section
t~vo was masked with the strippable masking and

Frank G Matero, ElizaBeth A Bede and Alberto Tagle
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Fig 6: I 0 Results after commercial alkaline aqueous
cleaning. Note poor soiling removal (Colour Plate 6)

Fig 6: II Results after steam cleaning. Note poor soiling
removal (Colour Plate 7)

the third application applied to the remaining
one-third of exposed surface. After the completion
of the third application, the strippabJe masking
was removed and visual differences between the
campaigns were noted.
Samples for SEM surface examination and
cross-section examination were taken after each
application.
Commercial alkaline cleaner (Fig 6.101 8

the sodium hydrOXide (and not the hydrofluoric
acid-based aftenvash) was the primary cleaning
agent. and also to compare the effect of an
organic acid (acetic acid) on the terracona surface
with that of a mineral acid (hydrofluoric acid)
Samples for SEM surface examination and SEM
cross-section examination were taken after each
application. After the third application the
strippable masking was removed and visual
differences between campaigns were noted.

SAMPLES TESTED: BHS-05-AK, BHS-06-AK, BHS-07-AK

Steam cleaning (Fig 6.·1])

The samples were divided into three sections.
The first section was subjected to one application
of the alkaline cleaner (see below for procedure),
the second section to two applications and the
third section to three applications. The masking
method was the same as outlined previously.
The product literature recommends that the
sodium hydroxide-based cleaner. when used on
terracotta. brick, and sandstone, be neutralised
with a hydrofluoric acid-based afterwash. When
using the sodium hydroxide-based product on
limestone, cast stone or cementitious material the
recommended neutralising product is an acetic
acid-based product 99 Since samples BHS-02-AC,
BHS-03-AC and BHS-04-AC would give a clear
indication as to the effectiveness of the
hydrofluoric acid cleaner. it was decided not to
use a hydrofluoric acid-based neutraliser but
rather the acetic acid-based neutraliser. There
were two reasons for this choice: to ensure that

The sample was divided in half and two methods
of steam cleaning were tested at the Conservation
Department at The Philadelphia Museum of Art.
The first test was carried out using a small. handheld 240 volt steamer. 100 The maximum pressure
of the steam was 5 bar (approx. 75 psi) and the
steam reached temperatures of Boac The second
system was a large industrial hot water and steam
cleaner 101 manufactured for cleaning buildings.
The maximum operating pressure was 3000 psi
with temperatures reaching 93°C. Both systems
were tested since they each offered different
advantages. The hand-held steamer allowed for a
closer working distance and more control, as well
as higher temperatures, while the industrial
steamer offered higher water pressure.
The first half of the sample was cleaned with
the hand-held steamer. It was subdivided into

SAMPLE TESTED: BHS-Ol-ST
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Fig 6: 12 Results after dry glass powder and air abrasion.
Soiled areas masked during test (Colour Plate 8)

three sections for elwell times of 15 minutes, 30
minutes and one hour with a \vorking distance of
25-S0mm.
Samples for SEM surFace examination and
cross-section examination were taken and visual
differences in campaigns were noted.
Before the industrial steamer was tested, the
half of the sample tested with the hanel-held
steamer was masked with a monofilament
adhesive tape. The remaining half of the sample
was divided into three sections. The sample was
clamped to a table. The high pressure hot water
and steam was applied for 10 seconds, 30 seconds
and 45 seconds. 102 The working distance was
approximately 1m.
Samples for SEM surface examination and crosssection examination were taken and visual
differences in campaigns were noted.

Palenled 'd,y powder' abrasive cleaning (Fig 6: 12)
SAMPLE TESTED: BI IS-II-Dr
The sample was given to Thomann-HanlY Inc for
testing. The sample was divided into five sections
Two areas were taped in order to provide two
uncleaned control areas. The sample was
cleaned using a 40 micron glass powder applied
at 50 psi.
Additionally, samples were taken from various
areas for both surface and cross-section SEM
examination.

Fig 6: 13 Before detergent-chelating gel cleaning
(Colour Plate 9)

Delergent-based cleaners (Figs 6'13 and 0: 14)
SAMPLES TeSTED: RHS-08-DT, BHS-09-DT. BHS-JO-DT
As indic3ted previously. three detergent
formulations were developed for testing
specifically [0 meet the needs of removing the
soiling. These forlllul3lions were as follows:

A. Sodium HydroXide ( '301-1) (Fisher)
- alkaline reagent
CAlmOPOL 954 (BF. Goodrich)
- gelling agent
Sodium Merasilicate, Anhydrous (Na !Si0 3)
(Aldrich) - mildly alkaline pH stabiliseI'
Aluminium Oxide, 5.0 J\'licron (Alp)) (Leco)
- abrasive filler
Triton X-IOO (Sigma) - non-ionic detergent;
releasing agent
B. Hydrocbloric Acid (HCL) (Fisher)
- acidic reagent
Metbyl cellulose, 4000 cp (Sigma)
- gelling 3gent; sllspends soiling
Sodium Metasilica/e, Anhydrous
- alkaline pH stabiliseI'
Triton X-lOO - non-ionic detergent;
releasing agent
C Sodium HydroXide (NaOH) (Fisher)
- strong alkali reagent; slightly abrasive
Sodium Tetrahorale(Na 2B"OpOHOH)) (Fisher)
- alkaline reagent
Versene (EDTA) 103 (Dow) - chelating agent

Frank G Matero, ElizaBeth A Bede ancl Alberto Tagle

Fig 6: 14 Results after detergent-chelating gel cleaning
(Formulation C). Note good removal after first
application (compare with Fig 6: 13) (Colour Plate 10)

Sodium Metasilicate, Anhydrous
- mildly alkaline pH stabiliser
Triton X-.I00 - non-ionic detergent:
releasing agent
PolyaClylamide/polyacrylic acid (40% AClyl ic
acid; I xl07 M\Xl)(Poly Sciences Inc)
- gelling agent
Initial testing of these formulations was performed
on the cornice piece. Dwell times of 2 minutes. 20
minutes. 1 hour. ancl 24 hours, with scrubbing for
one minute before removal, were tested. In all
cases formulation C proved to be the most
effective. Therefore further testing with
formulation C was executed as follows.
Samples BHS-08-DT and BHS-09-DT were
divided into three sections. The first section was
subjected to one application of the detergent
cleaner (see below for procedure), the second
section to two applications and the third section
to three applications. The masking method was
the same as outlined preViously for the acidic and
alkaline applications. After the completion of the
third detergent application, the strippable mask.ing
was removed and visual differences between
campaigns were noted
Since the detergent gel formulation tended to
creep on vertical surfaces, the thickening agent,
Polyacrylamicle/polyacrylic acid, was eliminated
and the solution applied to sample BHS-lO-DT in
a poultice form using kaolin clay.
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Fig 6: IS Control: typical amorphous character of
soiling conditions of samples before all cleaning tests.
Sur~ce (2SaOx. SEM)

Samples for SEM surface examination and
cross-section examination were taken after each
application.
RESULTS OF LABORATORY TESTING

Visual assessment
Scanning electron microscopy was used to study
the microstructure of the terracott3 before and
after the application of the various cleaning
systems. Specifically, any changes in the
micromorphology and density of the fireskin
were examined both on the surface and in crosssection. The results were compared against a
control sample displaying typical soiling (Fig
6: 15) and were observed as follows:

Commercial acidic cleaner
1st application (Fig 6: 16)
• some soiling particulates still visible on the
su rface
• chemical abrasion of the fireskin evident
• partial dissolution of the glassy plate structure
of the fireskin
• pore size increased and became irregular in
shape
• some pores became interconnected.
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Fig 6: 16 Results after commercial hydrofluoric acidbased aqueous cleaning, I st application. Surface (2500x.
SEM). Note reduction of soiling. partial erosio'1 of glassy
plates. and interconnection of pores (compare with Fig
6:15)

Fig 6: 18 Results after commercial hydrofluoric acidbased aqueous cleaning. 3rd application. Surface
(2500x. SEM). Note continued erosion and etching of
glassy matrix and cracking around pores (arrows)

2nd application (Fig 6: 17)
• fewer soiling particulates visible on the surface
• obvious chemical abrasion of the surface
• increased dissolution of the glassy plates
• pores larger and more irregular
• new pores created.

• pore size greatly increased, more irregular.
interconnection of pores
• pore structure interconnected to core
• cracks developed aroun<J pores
• optical surface of the fireskin modified .

3rd application (Figs 6:18 and 6: 19)
• no soiling parricul<ltes observed
• incre<lscd dissolution of the glassy plates

The commercial acidic cle<lner removed soiling;
altered the optical properties of the surface to
give a flat, dead appearance; caused dissolution
of the substrate and pitting and cracking of the

Fig 6: 17 Results after commercial hydrofluoric acidbased aqueous cleaning. 2nd application. Surface
(2500x. SEM). Note further reduction of soiling.
greater erosion and etching of glassy plates. and
increase in pore size and interconnection

Fig 6: 19 Results after commercial hydrofluoric acidbased aqueous cleaning. 3rd application. Surface (640x.
SEM). Note overall enlarged and interconnected pores
(arrows) (compare with Figs 6: IS and 6:31)

Frank G Matero. ElizaBeth A Bede <rnd Alberto Tagle
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Fig 6:20 Results after commercial alkaline aqueous
cleaning, I st application. Surface (2s00x, SEM). Note
slight reduction in soiling (compare with Fig 6: 15)

Fig 6:22 Results .1ftl:r cornmen:r.11 alkaline aque,ous
cleaning, 3rd application. Sl.'rfac,e (2S00x. SEM). ,'\\ote
reduc,ed SOIling sti II present and obscLJrin,g, terracotta

fireskin; increased and signiricanrly changed the
pore structure of the sample.

5rd ,1J1pJicatioll (Figs 622 <ln~.1 62.'3)
• Jayen:d. fUm-Jik-: ."oj]ing evenly covering surface
5T)))

Commercial alkaline cleaner
1st applicallon (Fig 6:20)
• even layered particulate soiling still visible
• slight surface change of soiling particulates
• soiling obviously attacked. rough texture.
2nd application (Fig 6:21)
• soiJing broken up and more Joosely attached
but still visible.

Fig 6:21 Results after commercial alkaline aqueous
cleaning, 2nd application. Surface (2s00x, SEM). Note
increased reduction in soiling

visiblt'

• Tuunclcd ~dge) uf sor!mg )n(llulte soiling barely
·,tlt", wei
• f1reskin (·".. Ilc\! ((_'Llid b~ \:x:.]I)1loed through the
~'e rrJO);i ing :,oi\i ng) nOI a ft~(tt'd.
The: I.'>e of c:()rnm~r(i;li albdine c1ean~r "l<:n;\'ved

minjrmL !!1eHeujve re r!! ()YJJ of soi!irtg. with
apparent :.dtecJr!or) of the fin:.skin.

Fig 6:23 Results alter commercial alkaline aqueous
c!eaning, 3rd application. Surface (MOx, Sltt"'!)
(compare with Figs 6: 15 and 6: 19)

flO
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Fig 6:24 Typical soiling before steam cleaning. Surface
(2500x. SEM)

Stemll cleanmg (Figs 624 and 6'25)

Fig 6:26 Results after dry glass powder air abrasive
cleaning. Surface (2500x, SEM). Note all soiling
removed and the creation of sharp-edged fractures and
pitting (compare with Figs 6: 18, 6:22 and 6:25)
Palen/ed '(by puwdE'r' abms!IA' cleaning (Figs 6 26.

627 and 628)

• sOiling remained packed onto the surface
• fireskin could not be evaluated (too much
soiling still prcs('m)
Steam cleaning resulted in very little, if any.
movement of soiling; tilt" condition of the fireskin
could not be ev;llu3ted. but was probably
unaffected.

Fig 6:25 Results after steam cleaning. Surface (2500x.
SEM). Note soiling eroded but still present, obscuring
terracotta (compare with Fig 6:24, 6: 18 and 6:22)

•
•
•
•

majority of soiling removed except in pits
severe abrasion of surface and particulates
pilling and cracking of the surface
residue and embedding of dry powder and
abraded particles
• fireskin matrix displayed sharp and broken
edges

Fig 6:27 Results after dry glass powder air abrasive
cleaning. Surface (160x. SEM). Note overall abraded
and pitted surface
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Fig 6:28 Results after dry glass powder air abrasive
cleaning. Cross-section (80x. SEM). Note impacted
glass fragment from cleaning

Fig 6:30 Detergent-chelating gel cleaning. 1st
application. Surface (2S00x. SEM). Note soiling
reduction (compare with Fig 6:29)

• pore size increased
• new pores created
• optical qualities of the fireskin significantly
altered

• modest removal of soiling
• surface even and undamaged
• pores round, isol::tted and not enlarged.

'Dry powder" abrasive cleaning removed the
majoriry of soiling but caused severe abrasive
damage to the fireskin and modified the optical
properties of the surface
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2nd application
• increased removal of sOiling
• glassy plates intact (rounded and undamaged)
• pores intact. rounded, isolated, not enlarged

1st application (Figs 6:29 and 6:30)

3rd application (Fig 6:,31)
• majority of soiling removed
• glassy matrix of fireskin visible and intact
• panicles rounded and intact

Fig 6:29 Soiling condition before detergent-chelating gel
cleaning. Surface (2S00x. SEM)

Fig 6:31 Detergent-chelating gel cleaning, 3rd application.
Surface (640x. SEM). Note intact glassy matrix of the
terracotta (compare with Figs 6: 19. 6:23 and 6:27)

Detergent-based cleaner wltb chelatlYlg agent

](H
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• pores rounded, isolated, not enlarged
• optical surface of fireskin not altered.
The detergenr-based cleaner with EDTA effectively
removed the soiling with repeated applications.
The glassy matrix. pore structure and thickness of
the fireskin remained intact; the opticZlI properties
of the terracoua renuined unchanged.
5/.te tests

In addition, site testing \-vas conducted to evaluate
the response of the cleaning methods deemed
most appropriate as a result of the l,lboratory
study. Three methods ,vere employed on site: a
commercial alkaline cleaner. and the cusromformulated detergent chelating gel.
The site tests corroborated the results observed
in the laborato/y cleaning tests. Satisfactory ancl
even feilloval of typical soiJing was achieved only
with the detergenr chelating gel formul3ted from
the follovving: Water; 50% ~aOH (m1);
Polyacrylamide/polyacrylic Acid (40% Acrylic Acid.
1xlO' MW') (g): Na Tetra Borare (g); Na jv!era Silicate
(g): Versenc 09% EDTA) (ml); Triton X-lOO (mO
SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

Any assessment of cleaning techniques based
solely on the criterion of visual improvement
rhrough the removal of unwanted soiling, no
matter how carefully measured. must he
considered inconclusive. especially as it relates
to the poremial alteration and possible damage to
the substrate, Most chemical and mechanical
cleaning techniques affect physico-chemical
alterations to porous tn3terials: yet issues of
alteration have been insufficiently studied or
reported in general, especi<llly as they affect longterm appeilrance. durability and overall
perfonn,HKe of the masonry substrate, This has
been particularly true for brick and terracorta
substrates. whereby the use of poorly assessed
cleaning methods has resulted in irreversibly
altered and dclll1aged surLiCes, As a result this
study has focused on the physical effect of
cleaning techniques on unglazedterracorta rather
than on the more commonl)' considered issues of
soiling removal efficacy.

Jt is evident from scanning electron
micrography th<1t the microstructure of the fireskin
of u ngla zed terra cotta undergoes denn ite
alteration with commonly recommended
commercial hydrof1uoric acid-based c1e,lncr,~ and
low-pressure mechanical cleaning techniques,
both marketed fo]' general masonry conserv<1tion
use. The morphological change~ in tbe lerracotW
microstructure - increased pore size ancl
interconnection - thar these systems produced
suggest a poten(ial increase in \-Vatef absorption
which could lead to greilter mechanical and
chemical c1am:lge 3S a result of repeated
applications of these cleaning techniques and/or
prolonged v,,'e,ltbering, such as freeze-thaw
cycling. Repeated cleaning using these systems
could immediately or eventually lead to material
failure, largdy from the infiltration of water and
chemical agents through the damaged fireskin
and ~ith it the formation of destructive soluble
salts. ice, anu biological growth. Given the lack of
conclusive dilta obtained from tbe physical test
programme during this study, further studies afC
under way to quantify these predicted changes
before and after cleaning. especially in terms of
\Nater 3bsorption and surface hardness, as a result
of microstructLIr;11 alteration,
Neverlheless, lhe present study suggests thaI
the widespread use of commercial hydrofluoric
acid-based c1eani ng methods for terracotta should
be GHefully reconsidered .Micro-cracking. pore
enlargement, and an increase in surface area with
the reduction of the thickness of the fjreskin
could spell future disaster under even normal
weathering condition~, Other techniques. namely
aqueous alkaline and dett:rgcnt-based systems,
did not appear to alter surface structure; hmvevt:r,
varying degrees of soiling removal were observed,
Whereas effective cleaning with alkaline systems
alone \\'35 limited, cleaning with a (ustomformulated detergenr-cheJaring gel produced good
results \-vith effective removal of paniculatc SOiling
<1nd no ohservable physical change to the
protective fireskin,
In order to better understand and differentiate
between benign or acceptable surface alteration
(patina) and soiling and surface decay ofterracoua,
further rese<1rch is urgently needed Quantification
of changes in both physical and mech<1nic3!

~~~--~~--~
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propenies as related to the observed alterations
to the microstructure should be pursued. as well
as chemical studies of surface reactivity and
chemical alteration of the substrate before and
after c1eaning 105 Tn addition, natural and arrificial
weathering tests on a varicty of soiled and
unsoiled terr,lCOUJ samples of known
compOSition. firing temperawre and modelling
techniques should be conducted before and aftcr
cleaning, to fully evaluate and interpret the complex
relationship bel ween manufacture. weathering.
Ire:Jtrnenl, and durability.
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'(',fylor, .laJ1lc~, 'The History of Terracolta In New York
elly ,/lrcbitec/llraIRecord, 2, Ocrober-December IR92.
1'144
Ibid. P 144 POSI first used terraCOlfa the pre\'iou~ yeu
a\ a rcslClencc for.las B Smith in NeV\- York City on the
nonh side of Wt'~r 36th SClCCt near Madison Avenue.
The rc:rr<lCOIW waq iIllporred from Chicago.
A lectt>r (bted 2] Fehru;uy 21 JS78 to C F. Butler. Fsq
~tates tlut.1 brick and rerraeorra design forrhe hudding
undel discussion would be much more cost-effective
than the previous sandstone nnd brick design. Although
it is not clear to which projecc Posr wa referring. the
Brooklyn Hi~lOric;d Socicry project corresponds to the
rime period and the profile of r.he proposed mel< anc!
stont' budding.
'MIIHJle~ of the Building Commiltet", Brooklyn
Historical Society Archives. 11 November IS7A.
Brit'!' biography of Warner lJ) Small. Herbert. The

83

Llbmry qf Congress· Its Arcblfeclure and DecoratioH.
New York: Classical America. 1982. pp 42-48. See ,llso
nmwnell, we. SCl'lbnersMaJ;azille, 20,n04. Ocrober
IR9o. J1 433
6. Mantle, Fielchng, IJiUio/UII)' oj Am('riCf./1l ['ainte,>,
SClilpro'" Clnd Engral.'ers. Philadelphia' printed fur
~llbscnbers, nd.
-:r
Sullebarger, Beth. The Long Isl,mcllllslorical Sociel\',
lInp\lbl, Brooklyn Hisroncal Society Archives, 1984, p
23 .J<imes Taylor, in his article enlltled 'History of
TerracoUil in Nc\"\' York City', pi '14, SI;HeS that George
B POSl'S fir~t venrure in archileclllral rerr3COU;!. Ihe
Smllh residence. 1877. was 'cMved when paf!i;Jlly dry
and not modelled 10 the pla~tic condition' However,
no prim'\fV ~Ollrce indicating rhe samt> wa~ true for Ihe
Brooklyn Historical Sodety Building has been located
to date
1::1.
Report of the Long Island Hisloneal Soeiely fOI the
Years 1878-81'. The Brooklyn Historical Society, 10
j\·lay tHRI, r 12. The budget reflects payment for
Ierr;l COtl a, granne ;:Ind iron work It docs not li~t bl'lck.
ThiS nMy be because the Perth Amboy Terr:lcO((;1
Company ;\1$0 Illanufanllred the brick.
9. Cbn...:liall UIlIOrl. )(XIIL no 4. 26 JanlialY. 1881. P 79
().TOle: abo called New Outlook).
I 0 Terr~('o((~ 111 Architecture', ]7J(? World. 22 February

]881
] 1. Greer. Walter, The Star>,: oj Tel'mcollti. New York.
Tobias Wright, 1920, J117. Greer ,rilte~ th:1l nearly all
the' 'ancient' civUlsarions- Etn."can~, Greeb. Romans,
Persians. IndIan>;. Chmese and Central American IndIans
- lefl large numbers of ""orks in sun-baked or burned
clay Rorn~n ard1irecrure even conrall1~ examples of
comrner(i~1 reltef~ th'll ;lppear to have been pre'\sed
into moulds. from rhe twelflh to siXlccnth centuries
terraCOllil was used as an ornament:J! building material
ill v~rious part~ of Europe. Dunng the eighteenrh
century the use ofterrac.olla was revil'lilsed 111 England;
however, it was very little used 11\ rhe LIS before rhe
n1id nlnt'reench century
12. The first lfnportanr bUilding rhat used this marerial in
New York was Richard Upjohn'~ Trinity Building In
IS')2 The rerracona pieces incllJd(cu an elaborate
corniCe and 'groresque animal heads willch fonned
rhe keyslOnes and window arches' As \Vas often rhe
ca~e III (,;:Irly terracotra Ornamenlatlon, the terracona
(\'a~ r~imect to simulate brownstone. The earliesr
eXlensive use was by James Renwick for the Tontine
BUlldlJ)g. New York. See.Ja.nes Taylor, 'The H,slory of
Terr,lCO((i1 in. New York City', Architeullml Record, 2,
Ocrober-DecC'mber ]S92. pl')R
11 lbl(l, pp 1:37- 13S The overall opinion was th~t rerraCOll<l
\A!olJld nor wllhsr.and the ngours of the American
,lima e ,md thaI Americ;:lll :rrchirects ~lld builders
would refuse 10 make any fun:her experiments wir.h
the material. Ir. ~hou)c1 be noted that 111any of the
earliesr artempts al architectural lcrracotra were by
ceramIC manufacrurers, ladler than by builclers The
ceramic manufaClurers were accustomed ro curved
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thin sheJled forms and did not understand that as a
building product terracorra must have strengrh to carry
weight and must be preferably formed into rectangubr
shapes. This lack of understanding led to many failures
due to the lack of durability. See Mack, Robert C, The
Manufacture and Use of Architecwral Terracona in the
United States', The Technology of Historic American
Buildings, Jandl, H. Ward ed. Washington DC:
Founoation for Preservation Technology, 1983, p 118.
The architects often credited as the pioneers of
architecwral terracotta include: W Boyington, john
Van Oxdell, Burling& Adler. Carter, Drake & White, W
L B Jenney. and Burnham & Root. Most of their work
was in the Chicago area.
Myers. C, TheStolyojiVewjersey, vol !II,Trenton: Lewis
Historical Publishing Co, 1945, pp 186-189
Bean. Theodore W. History of Union and Jl;[iddlesex
COl/nties, Philadelphia: Everts and Peck, 1882, p 63.
Examples of their early decorative ceramics can be
found in: Early Arts ofNewjersey: ThePotters'ArtCirca
168D-1900Trenron: State Museum, 19'56; The Pot/elY
and Porcelain of New jel':'ey. 1688-1900, :\'ewark:
Newark Museum Association, 1974.
Christian Union. 26janualY 1881.
Prudon, Theodore H M, 'Architectural Terracorra and
Ceramic Veneer in the United States Prior to World
War [I: A History of its Development and Analysis of
its Deterioration Problems and Possible Repair
Methodologies', PhD Dissertation. Columbia University,
1981. p 24.
Croly. Herbert D, 'The Proper Use of Terracotta',
Arcbitectural Record, vol 19, 1906, P 75.

21. Ibid
22 Burnham and Root of Chicago also employed and
promoted non-imitative red terra cotta in conjunction
with red brick in rheircommercial work from 1879-1890.
23 For a good summary of the practical reasons for using
terracotta as proclaimed during rhe 18905, refer to the
editorial in The Brickbuilder, vol II, June 1893. pp '57-8
24. Davis, Charles Thomas, A Practical Treatise on tbe
Ma nufactu re ofBn'ck, Tiles and Terrctcotta, La ncaster,
PA: Wickersham Printing House. 1895, p 479

25. Ibid.
26. 25% was produced by firms in Boston. 15% by firms in
Chicago and Baltimore American Arcbitect and
Building News, vol XVlI, June 1885, p 226

27 Ibid.
28 . .Telke, WiJliam F, 'Terracotta', The Yale Scientijic Monthly,
vol fJI. no 3, December 1896, p 81

29. A History ofReal Estate, Building and Architecture in
New York City. p 529
30. The manufacturing process outlined discusses typical
early techniques used during the nineteenth cenlUlY
As the architectural terracorra industry gained momenrum
during the early twenrieth century the processes became
quite sophisticated and changed quickly.
The foJlowing are a few journals (in which the majority
of alticles between 1890-1930 are related to terra cotta )
that together provide the most complete ove/view of

the progression of the twentieth-century tcnacorta
industry: American Ceramic Societyjournal: Ceramic

Age; 771e Brickbuilder: Brick and Clay Record.
31. There is no single formula that can represent all
Fireclays. See Searle. Alfred B, 7lle Clayn'Orken; Handbook, 3rd ed. London: Charles Griffin & Co Ltd, 1921. P

3
32. Spurrier. op cit 'Some Imponant Points in the
Manufacture of Terra cotta'. Fuels and Furnaces, vol 8,
1930. p 708
33. Fluxes serve as an added source of oxygen. so that
there are too many oxygen atoms for all rhe siliconoxygen units to be bonded at every corner. As a result,
the network is weakened. becomes more open, and is
liquefied at a lower temperature. However care must
be taken that the alkali content is not too high since an
excess of alkalis will break up the network thereby
becoming soluble in water.
34. 'Architectural Terracotta', The Brickbuilder. vol II. no
1. janualY 1893, p 3.
Another early reference indicating the manufacturers'
knowledge of achieving various terra cotta colours:
Plusch. Herman A, 'The Ceramic Chemical
Development of Architectural Terracolla', The
Brickbuilder, vol 2, no 5, 1893.
35. Buff and dark red are the two colours of the tenacotta
on the Brooklyn Historical Society Building, as was
common in the early days of manufaclllring when the
colour was dependent solely on the composition of
the clay and the firing temperature. As the industry
developed, colourants were added and by the 1890s
glazes were commonly applied to achieve a specific
colour.
36 Spurrier, p 708
Also, Ries, Heinrich. et al. 77JeClays and Clay Industry
ojNewjersey: Report ofthe State Geologist, Trenton, NJ:
MacCrellish & QUigley, 1904, pp 270-2.
37 Ibid, P 270.
38. 'How TerracO[ta is Made', Clay Record, vol'), H May
1896, p 27.
39. Cool<. George H, Annual Report ofthe State Geologist
for the Year 1882, Camden, NJ: FF Patterson, 1882.
p76
40. Ries, op cit, pp 270-2.
41 Cook, George H, Report .on tbe Clay Deposits of
~'V'oodbn'dge, South Amboy and Otber Places in New
jersey, Geologicol SurveJ' of New jersey (Trenton, NJ:

Naar, Day & f\Iaar, Printer. 1878), pp 95-6.
42. McIntyre, \YIA Investigations into the Durability of
Architectural Terracoua and Faience, Special Repon
No 12. London: Building Research Department or
Scielllific and Industrial Research, 1929. pp 7-8
43 !lies, op cit, p 274.
44. As stated previously, the firing shrinkage of the
terra carta produced by the Perrh Amboy Terracotta
Company was approximately 7.4%.
In 1895 Davis cites adding grog to the 'extent of 40%60%' of the mix (Davis, Charles Thomas, A Practical
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Tenacotta, Philadelphia Henry Carey Baird & Co,
1895, p 281).
[n 1896 jelke states that 'in some cases the grog used
is equal to the fresh unfired clay' (Jelke, William F,
'Terracotta " Yale Scientific fHonthly, vol 3, no 3,
December 1896, p 83)
In 1913 a standard published by Brick and Clay
Record, cited the use of 25%--30% grog to control
shrinkage to 1 inch per foot (Heubach, AR 'How
Architectural Terracorra is Made', Brick and Clay
Record. vol 43, 4 November, 1913. p 904).
45. Mack, op cit, p 132.
-t6 Sullebarger, op cit, pp 20, 23.
-t~ Hasluck, Paul N, Terracotta Work, New York: Cassell
and Compan, l.td, 1905, P 12.
-t8. Mack, oj) cit, p 134.
-t9 Ibid
50. Such warping has been observed in the terra cotta
elements of the Century Club, New York City (1889)
also supplied by the Perth Amboy Terracorra Company.
51 Greer, op cit, p 2'): see also 'How Terracotta is Made',
p 26.
52. McIntyre, op cit, p 11.
53 In present-day ceramic technology, the terms 'sinter',
'vitrify' and 'fuse' are used interchangeably: historically
they were not. See ASTM Standard Definitions of
Terms Relating to Structural Clay Products, Designation
C43-89, 25. For a unique discussion of 'Fireskin'. see
Salmang, Hermann, Ceramics. Pbysical and Cbemical
Fundamentals, London: Buttelwol1hs, 1961, pp141142
54. 'Manufacture of Terracorra in Chicago', American
Architect and Building News, 30 December 1876, pp
420-421.
55 Heubach, op cit, p 907
56 tbe Cbristian Union, vol XXIII, no 4, 26january 1881,
P 79.
57. Kramer, William, 'The Setting of Terracorra and its
Inspection by Architects' 77Je American Architect, vol
131, no 2519, 20 April. 1927, p 557
58 Hasluck, op cit, p 206
59 Ibid, P 16.
60 [bid, pIS; Mack, op cit, p 1)7
61 Hasluck, op cit, p 16.

66.

67

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

62. Ibid
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63. The cornice piece was used for laboratory testing and
returned for re-installalion on the building. The coping
piece was sacrificed and cut into samples for the
testing programme.
64. 7-9% (Berryman, :">Jancy D and Tindall, Susan M,
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fHaterial. Chicago: Landmarks Preservation Council of
JIIinois, 1984, p 24; 11.45% reported specifically for
unglazed terracotta (Report of Water Absorption Test:
Terracorra Samples', Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory,
1975, p 5).
65. Originally specified: American Institute of Architects
Public \'(Iorks Spec i(ications. Ceramic Veneer, File n09,
October 1961, p 4.

75.
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ASTM C67 'Standard Test Methods of Sampling and
Testing Brick and Structural Clay Tile' has been cited
often as a test for measuring absorption of architectural
terra cotta (Stockbridge, jerry G, 'Analysis of 1n-Service
Architectural Terracolta', Associationjor Preseroation
Technology, vol 18, no 4, 1986, pp42-45; Tindall,
Susan lvi, 'Terracotta Replacement', Association jor
Preservation Teclmology Bulletin, vol 20, no 3, 1988,
pp 12-14; and others)
Gale, Frances, 'Measurement of Water Absorption',
AssociationJor Preservation Technology, vol 21, no 34, 1989, 8-9.
Since terra cotta is a heterogeneous material, 15 differel1{
test sites were chosen on the core and the reading
averaged. The readings ranged from 4%-11.3%.
The polarising microscope used was a LABOPHOTPOL manufactured by Nikon Inc, Instrument Group,
623 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, New York 11')30,
Tel (516) 547-4200
SEM P 500 scanning electron microscope was used at
the Laboratory for the Research of the StruclUre of
Matter, Scanning Electron Microscopy Lab, at the
University of Pennsylvania. Samples were sputtercoated with gold to make them conductive.
For petrographic analysis the division of particle sizes
used are as follows: O.2-0.4mm - very fine: 0.3-0.8mm
- fine: 0.5-1.2mm - rather fine; 1.0-2.5mm - medium;
2.0-4.0mm - slightly coarse: .J.0-7.0mm - coarse;
5mm and over - very coarse (Stockbridge, Jerry G,
'Techniques for Evaluating the Conditions of Masonry
Buildings', paper presented at International Conference,
Materials. Science and Restoration, Esslingen, Federal
Republic of Germany, September 1983, p 383).
This section was chosen as representative, However.
since terracotta is a heterogeneous material, the
percentages should be viewed accordingly.
Quartz and feldspar are both white and tt"anslucent
and not always easily distinguishable from one another
without further chemical testing (Kingery, W David
and Vandiver, Pamela B, Ceramic Masterpieces, New
York Free Press, 1986, p 291). As will be described
later, cracking may occur around quartz particles. For
the purposes of this analysis a distinction between the
two was not pertinent.
Ihid, P 21.
Some main sources on this topic include: Kirkpatrick,
Frank A, 'The Effect of Size of Grog in Fire Clay
Bodies', American Ceramic Societ)! Bulletin, vol 19,
1917, P 268; Clare,RL and Albery, 'DF, 'The Effect of
Variation of Size of Grog', American Ceramic Society
Bulletin, vol 3, 1920, pp 384-87; Larkin, PG and Cuny,
Ell, 'Notes on Terracolta Body Shrinkage', American
CeramicSociety}ournal, vol8, February 1925, pp 113114; Ortman, FH, 'Terra cotta Cracking', American
Ceramic Societyjournal, vol8, Februaly 1925, pp 11.3114; Ortman, FH, 'Terracotta Cracking', American
Ceramic Society journal, vol 16, December 1933, pp
639-42
Cbristian Union, 26 january 1881
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76. Pampuch, Roman, 'Constitution and Properties of
Ceramic Marerials', Materials Science Iillonographs,
vol 58, New York, Elsevier, 1991. p 194.
Note: as srated previously, the melting point of silicon
dioxide is 1713°C The typical firing temperature of
architectural terracotl:l during the nineteenth century
was 11 0o-1370°C The range of 40-85% of 1713°C is
675-1453°C The usual firing temperature is well
within this range
77 Sayre, Edward v, 'Application of Compositional
Analysis to the Study of Materials and Objects of Art
and Archaeology'. Material Issues in Art and
Archaeology, vol 123, (Symposium, Reno. Nevada, 6H April 1988), Pittsburgh: Material Research Society,
1988, p 45
78. Mack. Robert C, 'The Cleaning and Waterproof Coating
of MasonlY Buildings' Preservation Briefs, No 1,
National Park Service, Washington DC: US Governmem
Printing Office, p 1.
79. Soaps have the same general properties as detergents
but are formed from alkaline salts of an organic acid.
Soaps are generally not used in architectural
conservation since they are rendered insoluble by
calcium ions often present in masonry materials and
hard water
80. Lewin, Seymour Z and Rock, Elizaberh J, 'Chemical
Considerations in the Cleaning of Stone and Masonry'.
in R Rossi-Manaresi, ed, The Conservation of Stone,
vol 1, (Proceedings of the International Symposium,
Bologna. 19-21 June, 1975), Bologna: Cenrro Per La
Conservazione Delle Sculture AII'Aperto, 1975, p 349
81 1nfr3red Specrroscopy was conducred by Richard
Wolbers, Associare Professor, Art Conservation
Program, Universiry of Del3ware.
82. Pittsburgh, DetrOit, Cleveland, Buffalo, Sr Louis and
Boston.
83. Ashurst,John and Ashursr. Nicola, Practical Building

Conservatioll: English Heritage Technical Handbook,
Volume 2, Rrick. Terracotla and Earth, Aldershot:
Gower Technical Press, 1988, p 78.

84. Thid.
85. A PSEM 500 scanning electron microscope was used
ar rhe Laboraroly for rhe Rese3rch on the Structure of
Matter. Scanning Electron Microscopy Lab, 3t the
University of Pennsylvania. The PSEM '500 is
manufactured by N V Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken,
Endhoven, The Nerherlands.
86. Furness Library, Universiry of Pennsylv3nia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; National Building Museum
(Pension Building), Washington DC; Wainwright
Building, St Louis, Missouri; Rookery, Chicago, Illinois,
ro name a few.
87. Rogers, Anne and Wilhite, Doyle, 'Exterior ResWr3tion
of rhe West Virginia St3te Capiwl: Cleaning and
Structural Srabilisarion Procedures', Technology and
Conservation, vul4, no I, Spring 1979, pp 14-J 7. Cires
no specifics for the steam c1e3ning method.

88. Virginia N Naude. 'Steam Cleaning in the Conservation
Studio', paper given at the American Insritute for
Conservation of Historic and Anisric Works
Conference, New Orle3ns, Louisiana, 1-5June 1988
89. Thom3nn-Hanry Inc, 555 M3dison Avenue, New
York, New York 10022, USA. Tel (212) 755-5551. The
headquaners of Thomann-]-lanry Inc is in Paris,
France.
90. According ro Ashurst, the most successful and le3st
harmful chemical merhod ofcleaning unglazed terr3cona
is with detergent emulsions (in particular formulation
C)
Ashurst, op cit,p 78.
91 The emulsions were formulated by Richard Wolbers,
Associate Professor, University of Del:Jware, Art
Conservation Departmenr.
92. Epo-Kwick FasrCure Epoxy, manufacture by Buehler,
Microstructural Analysis Division, 4I W3ukegan Road,
Lake Bluff. Illinois 60044, USA Tel (708) 295-7979.
93. SputterCoaler: SEM Coating Unit E5000 manufactured
by Po13ron Instruments Inc, 53/63 Greenhill Crescent,
W3rford Business Park, Warford. Herrfordshire WD1
8QS, UK; Vacuum Pump: Edwards High Vacuum
Pump, ivlodel EDM2, Edw3rcLs High Vacuum, Cr3wley,
UK.
94. Isomet Low Speed Saw, manufactured by Beuhler.
95. The samples were hand-polished with 240,400 and
600 wet s3ndpapers, followed by Texmet polishing
cloth coupled with a diamond polishing compound.
Final fine polishing was accomplished with a
microcloth polishing c10rh and a 0.05 micron diamond
powder. All are manufactured by Buehler.
96. SURE KLEAN Restoration Cleaner is manuf3ctured by
ProSoCo Inc., PO Box 171677. Kansas City, Kansas
66117, USA. Tel (913) 281-2700
97 SURE KLEAN strippable masking (White) contains
toluene, acetone and chlorin3ted paraffin and is
manufactured by ProSoCo Inc.
98. SURE KLEAN 766 Masonry Prewash is rn3nufactured
by ProSoCo, Inc.
99. SURE KLEAN Limesrone Aftelwash is lI1anuf3crured
by ProSoCo, Inc
100.The Deroror Steam cleaner Model GV6 is manufactured
by The John Quayle Denral Manufacturing Co Ltd,
Derotor House, Dominion Way, Worthing, West Sussex
BN14 8QN, UK Tel (01903) 204427/8/9.
101.The Landa PGHW5-3000 Hot Warer Washer is
manufactured by Landa Inc, 13705 NE Airporr Way,
Portland, Oregon 97230, USA.
102.The previous experience with this machine, by
Philadelphia Museum of An conservarors, indicated
that dwell times of a minute or more would probably
remove the Fireskin and damage the core of the
terracorta dramatically. Therefore, dwell times of less
than one minute were tested.
103.EDTA (ethylene diaminoretra-3ceric-acid) is
commercially available underthe follOWing trademark
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na mes: Ca lsol. Che laton, Com plexone (I I),
Complexone (Ill) (disodium salt), Iminol D, Nervanaicl,
Nul.lapon, Sequeslrene (Ciba-Geigy Corporation),
Sequestrol, Sequestric Acid, Titra Ver, Trilon 13, and
Versene (Dow).
W4, Formulation (all % by weight). 2 % Sodium Hydroxide
(NaOH) (Fisher) - strong alkali reagent; slightly
abrasive; 2 %Sodium Tetraborate (Na2B407(lOHOH))
(Fisher) - alkaline reagent: 2,5 % Versene (EDTA)
(Dow) -chelating agent: 25 % Sodium Metasilicate,
Anhydrous - mildly alkaline pH srabiliser; 05-1.0 %
Triton X-IOO - non-ionic detergent; releasing agent;
0,5-1, 'i % Polyacrylamide/polyacrylic acid (40% Acrylic
acid: IxI07 MW)(Poly Sciences Inc) - gelling agent;
Water (up to final volume),
105, For Chemical alterarion, see Moynehan et ai, 'Surface
Analysis of Architectural Terracona', journal of
Architectural Conservation, no I, March i995, pp 56-59,
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